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SIGNIFICANCE OF TRANSPORT DYNAMICS FOR CONCENTRATION 

STATISTICS AND EXPECTED MASS FRACTION BASED RISK ASSESSMENT 

IN THE SUBSURFACE  

The thesis deals with problem of conservative substances transported through 
heterogeneous porous media with special focus on the concentration scalar. 
Approach is based on Lagrangian framework used for numerical simulation of 
the transport through 2-D stationary log-conductivity fields. Conducted nu-
merical simulations enable large sets of concentration values in both, spatial 
and temporal domain. Beside the advection which acts on all scales, additional 
mechanism considered is local scale dispersion, counting for both, mechanical 
dispersion and molecular diffusion. Since the advection influences the contam-
inant plume to stretch it and distort, mainly changing plume’s shape and size, 
local scale dispersion leads to the concentration reduction primary in the parts 
of plume characterized by sharp concentration gradients, according to Fick’s 
law. In its base, the thesis gives answers to concentration scalar features when 
influenced by: i) different log-conductivity variance, ii) log-conductivity struc-
tures defined by the same global variogram but with different log conductivity 
patterns correlated and iii) for wide range of Peclet values. In the first part, a 
single realization analysis for each scenario is made to detect the transport re-
lated phenomena and investigate plume peculiarities when influenced by sever-
al different parameter combinations. Next step consists of transport simula-
tions in large number of independent realizations to conduct data sets which 
offers convergence of the statistical moments of interest. Results conducted by 
Monte Carlo analysis lead to complex interplay between aforementioned pa-
rameters, indicating significant influence of aquifer heterogeneity and structure 
to the temporal local scale dispersion evolution. Stochastic characterization of 
concentration scalar is done through moment analysis: mean, coefficient of 
variation, skewness and kurtosis as well as through the concentration probabil-
ity density function (PDF) for near and far zone starting from the zone of trac-
er injection. Remarkable collapse of higher order to second order normalized 
concentration moments leads to conclusion that only two concentration mo-
ments are required for accurate description of concentration fluctuations or 
full one point concentration probability density function characterization. This 
explicitly holds for pure advection case, while in case of local scale dispersion 
presence Moment Deriving Function is involved to ensure the moment col-
lapse validity. Deeper inspection of higher order concentration moment col-
lapse feature leads to very unique property, valid independently of the injection 
mode, sampling volume, Peclet value, log-conductivity variance and structure. 
Inspection of Beta distribution leads to conclusion that the two parametric dis-
tribution can be used for concentration fluctuations characterization even in 
cases of high aquifer heterogeneity and/or for different log-conductivity struc-
tures, independently of the sampling volume used. Furthermore, expected 
mass fraction (EMF) concept is applied to produce a less demanding (from 
number of realizations point of view) measure of concentration fluctuations. 
Except less demanding requests, it is shown EMF is able to clearly reflect the 
effects of aquifer heterogeneity and structure as well as Peclet value. The latter 
is demonstrated through the non-carcinogenic risk assessment framework. 
Findings arised from the numerical data sets are verified even in case of 
MacroDispersion Experiment (MADE1) data sets. 
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UTJECAJ DINAMIKE TRANSPORTNIH PROCESA NA STATISTIČKA 

SVOJSTVA POLJA KONCENTRACIJE U VODONOSNICIMA I PROCJENU 

RIZIKA TEMELJENU NA KONCEPTU OČEKIVANE FRAKCIJE MASE  

Ova doktorska teza obrađuje problem pronosa nereaktivnih onečišćenja kroz 
dvodimenzionalne heterogene porozne vodonosnike. Istraživanje je usmjereno 
na prostorno-vremensku analizu polja koncentracije. Od mehanizama pronosa 
obuhvaćeni su: advekcija kao sveprisutna neovisno o skali problema, posljedica 
čega je utjecaj na oblik i strukturu oblaka onečišćenja, te hidrodinamička dis-
perzija, koja, sadržavajući istodobno mehaničku disperziju i molekularnu 
difuziju vodi ka redukciji vrijednosti polja koncentracije sukladno Fikovom 
zakonu. U svojoj osnovi, teza daje odgovore na svojstava polja koncentracije 
pod utjecajem: i) različitih varijabilnosti polja konduktiviteta, ii) različitih 
struktura vodonosnika i iii) za različite odnose djelovanja advekcije i hidrodi-
namičke disperzije, definirane Pecletovim brojem. Prvi dio teze obrađuje pro-
blem transporta kroz zasebne realizacije. Ovaj pristup osigurava uvid u 
prostorno-vremenska svojstva oblaka onečišćenja te varijabilnost polja kon-
centracije za različite strukture vodonosnika i za širok raspon varijabilnosti 
polja konduktiviteta. Sljedeći korak zasniva se na Monte-Carlo analizi, uzima-
jući u obzir sva deterministička rješenja proizašla iz simulacija, te dajući kao 
rezultat statistički opis polja koncentracije kroz srednju vrijednost, koeficijent 
varijacije, skošenost, te spljoštenost. Za potpun uvid u varijabilnost koncentra-
cije analizirana je i funcija gustoće vjerojatnosti. Rezultati ukazuju na složen ut-
jecaj svih gore spomenutih parametara a posebno u slučaju uzajamnog djelo-
vanja istih. Ono sto proizlazi kao značajan rezultat iz provedenih analiza jest 
funcionalna zavisnost viših u odnosu na drugi normalizirani moment kon-
centracije. Ova veza je analitički dokazana u slučaju čiste advekcije, točkastog 
uzorkovanja koncentracije i jednolike rapodijele koncentracije u početnom 
trenutku. U slučaju djelovanja hidrodinamičke disperzije funkcionalna zavis-
nost također postoji ali uz nužno uvođenje dodatne funkcije ”Moment De-
riving Function”. Navedena funkcija, kako je pokazano, definirana je vremen-
skim razvojem hidrodinamičke disperzije. Funkcionalna zavisnost viših sa 
drugim normaliziranim momentom univerzalna je, te vrijedi neovisno o 
varijabilnosti polja konduktiviteta, strukturi vodonosnika, Pecletovom broju, 
početnim uvjetima te veličini skale uzorkovanja koncentracije. Beta distribucija 
pokazuje se kao dobar model opisa polja koncentracije za širok spektar para-
metara. Koncept očekivane frakcije mase (EMF) je primjenjen kao nova funk-
cija u području transporta u poroznim vodonosnicima. Osim sto je potreban 
manji broj realizacija za definiranje EMF funcije, pokazuje se kako ista može 
opisati efekt hidrodinamičke disperzije, što je demonstrirano u procjeni rizika 
od nekancerogenog djelovanja onečišćenja na ljudsko zdravlje. Beta distribucija 
i funkcionalna zavisnost viših sa drugim normaliziranim momentom, verifi-
cirani su na mjerenjima sakupljenima u MADE1 eksperimentu. 
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ABSTRACT  

This thesis relies on a Langrangian framework used for conservative tracer 
transport simulations through 2-D heterogeneous porous media. Conducted 
numerical simulations enable large sets of concentration values in both spatial 
and temporal domains. In addition to the advection, which acts on all scales, an 
additional mechanism considered is local scale dispersion (LSD), accounting 
for both mechanical dispersion and molecular diffusion. The ratio between 
these two mechanisms is quantified by the Peclet (Pe) number. In its base, the 
thesis gives answers to contaminant concentration features when influenced 
by: i) different log-conductivity variance; ii) log-conductivity structures defined 
by the same global variogram but with different log conductivity patterns cor-
related; and iii) for a wide range of Peclet values. Results conducted by Monte 
Carlo (MC) analysis show a complex interplay between the aforementioned pa-
rameters, indicating the influence of aquifer properties to temporal LSD evolu-
tion. A stochastic characterization of the concentration scalar is done through 
moment analysis: mean, coefficient of variation (CVC), skewness and kurtosis 
as well as through the concentration probability density function (PDF). A re-
markable collapse of higher order to second-order concentration moments 
leads to the conclusion that only two concentration moments are required for 
an accurate description of concentration fluctuations. This explicitly holds for 
the pure advection case, while in the case of LSD presence the Moment Deriv-
ing Function (MDF) is involved to ensure the moment collapse validity. Fur-
thermore, the expected mass fraction (EMF) concept is applied in groundwater 
transport. In its origin, EMF is function of the concentration but with lower 
number of realizations needed for its determination, compared to the one 
point PDF. From practical point of view, EMF excludes meandering effect and 
incorporates information about exposure time for each non-zero concentration 
value present. Also, it is shown that EMF is able to clearly reflect the effects of 
aquifer heterogeneity and structure as well as the Pe value. To demonstrate the 
uniqueness of the moment collapse feature and ability of the Beta distribution 
to account for the concentration frequencies even in real cases, Macrodisper-
sion Experiment (MADE1) data sets are used. 

Key words: Local scale dispersion, Heterogeneity structure, Concentra-
tion moments, Moment collapse, Expected mass fraction.

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. General overview 

The concentration moments of solute re-
leased through aquifers, atmosphere and 
water channels have been of great interest in 
the last few decades. The analyses of con-
centration moments in heterogeneous aqui-
fers have been considered in several studies 
(Andricevic, 1998; Bellin et al., 1994; Caroni 
and Fiorotto, 2005; Dagan and Fiori, 1997; 
Fiori and Dagan, 2000; Fiori, 2003; Fiorotto 
and Caroni, 2002; Kapoor and Kitanidis, 
1998). In an early attempt to characterize 

groundwater contaminant transport, Dagan 
(1982) showed that in the absence of local 
scale dispersion (LSD) and for point sam-
pling, the concentration PDF is a two-state 

process of initial concentration, 0C , or zero. 

The same feature is valid even in the atmos-
phere and water channel flow. Bellin et al. 
(1994) analyzed the cumulative distribution 
function (CDF) and the first two concentra-
tion moments as a function of sampling size. 
In later works, LSD is considered and its 
influence is analyzed through the first two 
moments, concentration mean and variance 
(Andricevic, 1998; Caroni and Fiorotto, 
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2005; Dagan and Fiori, 1997; Fiori and Da-
gan, 1999; Fiori and Dagan, 2000; Fiori, 
2003; Fiorotto and Caroni, 2002; Tonina and 
Bellin, 2008), in both Eulerian and Lagrangi-
an frameworks. The calculation of concen-
tration moments of an order higher than 
two is commonly constrained by a number 
of physical reasons (number of measure-
ments and their scale) and numerical reasons 
(number of realizations, extensive computa-
tional resources and numerical accuracy). In 
order to avoid some of the above-
mentioned facts, one needs to increase the 
number of realizations. This procedure is 
time consuming and reveals the necessity for 
finding effective tools that can determine 
higher-order moment values based on in-
formation about lower order ones. 

Fiorotto and Caroni (2002) considered the 
effect of LSD in the case of wide ranges of 
sampling size, as well as for longitudinal 
source dimension, and demonstrated that 
numerical results compare well with an 
analytical solution for the first two concen-
tration moments in low heterogeneity cases. 
Caroni and Fiorotto (2005) extended the 
analysis of Pe value influence on the concen-
tration moments to cases characterized by 

2σ2

Y  . They show that local scale disper-

sion affects the concentration variance 
strongly, while the mean stays unaffected 
except for very low Pe values O(101), which 
is in agreement with results in the literature 
(Andricevic, 1998; Dagan and Fiori, 1997; 
Fiori and Dagan, 2000; Tonina and Bellin, 
2008). Dagan and Fiori (1997) and Fiori and 
Dagan (2000) quantified the influence of 
local scale dispersion on the first two con-
centration moments. Their finding is con-
sistent with the analysis of field data by Fitts 
(1996), and they concluded that the concen-
tration mean is weakly affected by local scale 
dispersion. CVC is also analyzed by Fiori 
(2003) and Tonina and Bellin (2008) as a 
function of the Pe number and the source 
size. Both the local scale dispersion and 
source size result in decreasing the concen-
tration variance and CVC. Bellin et al. (1994) 
demonstrated how the increase in sampling 
volume decreases the concentration uncer-
tainty, particularly at plume boundaries, but 

this analysis did not account for the effect of 
local scale dispersion. 

The impact of sampling volume, LSD, het-
erogeneity variance and source size on the 
first two concentration moments and CVC, 
using the first-order theory (Dagan and 
Fiori, 1997; Fiori and Dagan, 2000) and 
numerical results combined with analytical 
solutions derived as a generalization of the 
first order solution for a finite sampling 
volume, are demonstrated in Tonina and 
Bellin (2008). It was shown that the first-
order theory based on analytical solutions is 
in good agreement with numerical results for 
values up to one and can be used to estimate 
the concentration uncertainty. 

Following the first suggestion of a Beta 
distribution for the subsurface concentration 
made by Fiori (2001), Caroni and Fiorotto 
(2005) showed the applicability of Beta 
distribution and a good fit for Monte Carlo 
(MC) results conducted in a 2-D heteroge-
neous aquifer. Bellin and Tonina (2007) 
confirmed results by Caroni and Fiorotto 
(2005) showing Ito Stochastic Differential 
Equation leads to Beta PDF. Also, in com-
parison with Gaussian and Log-normal 
distributions, Beta showed better features in 
order to capture the ensemble fluctuations. 
Schwede et al. (2008) reached very good 
agreement with Beta by a semi-analytical 

method even in 3-D, but for unity 2

Yσ  and 

Multi-Gaussian (MG) field. Joint velocity-
concentration probability density function 
(PDF) method has been developed by Mey-
er et al. (2010) and compared with results by 

Caroni and Fiorotto (2005) up to 2σ2

Y  . 

The accuracy of this method is shown to 

decrease for 100Pe  when compared with 
standard MC. All the above-mentioned 
results indicate the asymmetric shape of the 
concentration PDF (Cirpka et al., 2011b), 
for a wide range of parameters. Although 
the Beta distribution has shown relatively 
good features in capturing concentration 
fluctuation phenomena, some limitations 
have been noted (Bellin and Tonina, 2007; 
Caroni and Fiorotto, 2005). For the some-
times complex structure of the concentra-
tion field, the mean and variance may not be 
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sufficient and higher-order statistical mo-
ments are required to accurately define the 
concentration PDF shape.  

The study of concentration statistics in 
heterogeneous aquifers in the past few dec-
ades has mostly been limited to the lower 

range of aquifer heterogeneity ( 2σ2

Y  ) and 

to the common Multi-Gaussian (MG) log-
conductivity structure. The exception is 
work by Meyer and Tchelepi (2010), where 

2

Yσ  up to 4 is considered as well as a non-

Gaussian field characterized by significant 
correlation of high value log-conductivity 
zones. The investigation of Zinn and Harvey 
(2003) opened possibilities for addressing 
different non-Gaussian heterogeneity struc-
tures departing from the MG one in a sim-
ple manner, whereas recent numerical ad-
vancements enable more reliable 
computations of advective transport in 
aquifers with high heterogeneity (Gotovac et 
al., 2007; Gotovac et al., 2009a). 

Zinn and Harvey (2003) generated non-
Gaussian log-conductivity fields character-
ized by the same global variogram as for 
MG field but differing in how the log-
conductivity patterns were correlated. They 
demonstrated a strong impact of the two 
generic structures on both the flow and 
transport phenomenon compared to the 
MG field. The existence of the significantly 
correlated, high log-conductivity channels 
results in profound mass breakthrough tails. 
Divergence of the flow statistics characteriz-
ing non-Gaussian log-conductivity fields 
from the MG case has been reported in Wen 
and Gomez-Hernandez (1998). Further-
more, a strong impact of the connectivity to 
the flow and transport variables is briefly 
summarized in work by Knudby and Carrera 
(2005) through the set of indicators based 
on flow rate, arrival time and/or on two or 
multiple point statistics. Relatively new re-
sults on the connectivity topic reported in a 
paper by Fiori and Jankovic (2012) demon-
strated influence of the problem dimension-

ality and the 2

Yσ  on both the existence and 

the length of the connected, high velocity 
channels. 

In the turbulent diffusion field of research, 
many investigators were focused on analyz-
ing the concentration PDF and its related 
moments. Those findings range from the 
Exponential (Lewis and Chatwin, 1996; Yee 
and Chan, 1997b) to the Clipped-Normal 
(Yee and Chan, 1997a; Yee and Chan, 
1997b), generalized Pareto (Lewis and 
Chatwin, 1996; Schopflocher and Sullivan, 
2002), Gamma (Lewis and Chatwin, 1996; 
Klein and Young; 2011), Clipped-Gamma 
(Klein and Young; 2011; Yee and Chan, 
1997a; Yee, 2008) and α-β (Mole, 1995; Yee 
and Chan, 1997b) distributions. It is im-
portant to realize that the investigators of 
the atmospheric turbulent diffusion prob-
lems had not only numerical tools at their 
disposal but also extensive data sets ob-
tained through detailed concentration fluc-
tuation experiments in open terrain (Lewis 
and Chatwin, 1996; Klein and Young, 2011; 
Yee and Chan, 1997a), wind tunnels 
(Schopflocher and Sullivan, 2005; Yee et al., 
2006) and water channels (Yee and Wilson, 
2000; Yee et al., 2006; Yee, 2008; Yee, 2009). 
One of the general findings from these 
studies is the fact that higher-order concen-
tration moments do provide valuable addi-
tional information for the shape of the con-
centration PDF. 

Furthermore, the studies conducted by Yee 
(2008, 2009) and Yee and Chan (1997a, 
1997b), using a data set of large concentra-
tion fluctuations collected under different 
conditions in atmosphere, showed a remark-
able collapse of data on a single curve when 
comparing various higher-order normalized 

concentration moments 

n

C
c 








 

(n=3,4,5,6,7 and 8) versus the second-order 
normalized concentration moment 

2










C
c . With c we denote the concen-

tration variable, while <C> represents the 
concentration ensemble mean. 

Knowledge of the statistical properties of 
concentration fluctuations in a moving 
plume is important in assessing the risk from 
adverse effects of certain highly toxic chem-
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icals, ranging from industrial chemicals to 
even certain chemical warfare agents. Risk 
assessment studies require the knowledge of 
concentration fluctuations (Tartakovsky, 
2007), which are described by one-point 
concentration PDF. At any point in space 
and time, the concentration PDF contains 
all the information about concentration 
fluctuations and embodies all the higher-
order concentration moments.  

The risk assessment approaches were usually 
tied to the subsurface transport (Andricevic 
and Cvetkovic, 1996; Maxwell et al., 1998; 
Rubin et al., 1994) or combined with the site 
characterization (de Barros and Rubin, 2008; 
de Barros et al., 2009; Maxwell et al., 1999). 
In the work of Maxwell et al. (1999) the 
concentration was averaged over a 30-year 
window placed on the peak of the break-
through curve (BTC). Later, in the study of 
de Barros and Rubin (2008), the first two 
moments of the solute flux were used to 
express the first two moments of the car-
cinogenic risk conditioned on hydrogeologi-
cal and human physiological parameters. 
Commonly used frameworks in non-
carcinogenic risk assessment are constrained 
by deterministic concentration values, aver-
aged over the exposure period (USEPA; 
2001).  

1.2. Objectives 

Throughout the thesis, numerical modeling 
is used to simulate transport through heter-
ogeneous porous media and for different 
setup parameters. For a large number of 
transport realizations conducted, a Monte 
Carlo (MC) analysis is used for post-
processing in order to characterize the sto-
chastic concentration fluctuations. The 
primary focus of the thesis is to contribute 
to the understanding of the transport phe-
nomena in porous media, when influenced 
by aquifer heterogeneity and structure as 
well as by the combined effect of advection 
and LSD and improve the concentration 
scalar characterization. The specific objec-
tives of the thesis are summarized as fol-
lows: 

   Investigate the interplay between aq-
uifer properties (e.g. aquifer hetero-

geneity and spatial correlation be-
tween different conductivity pat-
terns) and the LSD as the mecha-
nism acting to reduce a 
concentration scalar. The literature 
offers in-depth reports on how 
plume features are influenced by 
LSD intensity, but the temporal LSD 
evolution under different conditions 
has not been investigated to the our 
best knowledge. 

   Conduct a stochastic analysis of con-
centration scalar under different 
conditions and for different parame-
ters with a special focus on the high-
er order moments, skewness and 
kurtosis, respectively. Most of the 
studies focusing on concentration 
scalar are based on the first two 
moments and/or on the one-point 
PDF. Arising from the asymmetric 
PDF shape and pronounced peaks, 
higher order moments can give cru-
cial information especially for differ-
ent types of aquifer structures. 

   High demanding PDF shape requires 
information about higher order 
moments to capture the extreme and 
rare concentration events consisted 
in the PDF tails. Since the number 
of ensemble realizations must be in-
creased to reach stable concentration 
moments values as the order of 
moment increases, possible inter-
moment dependence is to be inves-
tigated. This would, potentially, re-
duce computationally high demands 
and enable a fairly easy calculation of 
the full PDF. 

   Perform an extended analysis of the 
Beta distribution and its ability to 
characterize concentration fluctua-
tion in the subsurface. An eventual 
validation of the analytical model for 
concentration characterization would 
be of great importance because the 
knowledge of the first two concen-
tration moments leads to a full con-
centration fluctuation characteriza-
tion. 
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   In addition to the concentration 
PDF, characterize concentration 
fluctuations in a more appropriate 
way, using less demanding measures. 
The expected mass fraction concept 
taken from the turbulence diffusion 
area of interest must be checked in 
groundwater transport, with its abil-
ity to reflect in the same time aquifer 
parameters and mechanisms present.  

2.  METHODOLOGY 

2.1. Transport in porous media 

Incompressible and steady groundwater flow 
is considered, taking place through a hetero-
geneous aquifer, and results in divergence 

free flow 0)(  xu . Velocity vector is 

defined on a finite volume, which corre-
sponds to Darcy scale as well as other flow 
and transport variables. The seepage veloci-

ty )(xu is assumed as random stationary 

function. 

If mass M of a conservative tracer is intro-
duced into the aquifer, concentration satis-
fies the advection dispersion equation 

   ),()(),()(
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The total change of conservative tracer 
concentration is controlled by two mecha-
nisms, advection and LSD. While the advec-
tion acts on relatively short time scales, to 
thin the contaminant plume and create 
lenses and fingers, the LSD acts irrespective-
ly of the velocity random field, and is con-
trolled by concentration gradients inside the 

contaminant plume. ),( tc x  denotes the 

concentration scalar field at some sampling 
location x  and for any time t . Local scale 
dispersion tensor as shown in (Bear, 1979) 
can be written as follows in 2-D form 
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coupling effects of mechanical dispersion 

and molecular diffusion mD , both described 

by Fick’s law. According to Scheiddeger 
(1957) definition 
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where 22

yx uu u . L  and T  are longi-

tudinal and transversal dispersivities, respec-
tively. The ratio between the advection and 
LSD is quantified by Peclet number (Pe) 

D

UI
Pe Y                                                 (4) 

where U  is the mean seepage velocity, while 

YI  denotes log-conductivity integral scale. 

Pe defined in Eq. (4) is in its general form. 
According to the circumstances, different D 
values should be considered for longitudinal 
and transversal direction, according to 
Eq.  (3).  

2.2. Numerical methodology 

2.2.1. Random walk particle tracking 
(RWPT) 

The random walk particle tracking (RWPT) 
method is used to simulate conservative 
tracer transport in a heterogeneous aquifer. 
RWPT is a method derived from stochastic 
physics, commonly used in the research of 
diffusion and dispersive processes in porous 
media (Kinzelbach and Uffink, 1986).  

If a total mass M introduced in a heteroge-
neous aquifer is divided into a large number 
of particles of equal mass, then the move-
ment of each particle is described in tradi-
tional form given by the Ito-Taylor integra-
tion scheme (Ito, 1990): 
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The first term on the right-hand side is the 
drift vector while the displacement matrix 

B(XP,t) defines the LSD strength, and ξ  

represents a vector of independent, normally 
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distributed random variables with zero mean 
and unit variance (Salamon et al., 2006).  

If the starting position of a contaminant 
particle is known, Eq. (5) enables one to 
calculate particle displacement resulting 
from both the advection and LSD.  

2.2.2. Adaptive Fup Monte Carlo Method 
(AFMCM) 

At its core, AFMCM (Gotovac et al., 2007; 
Gotovac et al., 2009a) is a collocation meth-
od that is combined with Fup basis functions 
defined on compact support, allowing one 
to compute the dispersion term and all its 
derivatives independently of the position 
vector. Fup collocation transform (FCT), 
closely related to the discrete Fourier trans-
form, is required for the multi-resolution 
representation of all flow and transport 
variables. The theoretical and practical as-
pects of AFMCM and FCT are presented in 
detail elsewhere (Gotovac et al., 2007; 
Gotovac et al., 2009a). All relevant variables, 
such as log-conductivity, velocity, head or 
velocity, and concentration, have a particular 
adaptive grid describing these on all spatial 
and temporal scales with a predefined accu-
racy level. An adaptive technique is used by 
adding a number of Fup basis functions in 
domain areas according to numerical adap-
tive criteria. The most significant property of 
this method is the continuity of all variables 
and their derivatives. 

2.2.3. Numerical application – (Paper I-III) 

In the case of backward random walk parti-
cle tracking (BRWPT), Eq. (5) is used for 
calculating particle displacement as the start-
ing position of each particle. Particles are 
distributed over a sampling volume, with a 
dimension smaller than the integral scale of 
log-conductivity, and, using a reverse 
scheme, are tracked back from detection 
volume to the contaminant source. In com-
parison with the forward scheme, the back-
ward scheme possesses considerable simpli-
fications in numerical calculation and 
evaluation whenever the sampling volume is 
much smaller than the source volume 
(Fiorotto and Caroni, 2002; Caroni and 
Fiorotto, 2005). The number of particles NP 
is distributed uniformly inside the detection 

volume and tracked back towards the source 
by using Eq. (5). If n particles out of the 
total number of particles NP are released 
from the detection volume, in any time step 

tΔ , are found inside the source volume, the 
concentration is evaluated by  

P

0
N

n
Ctc ),(x                                       (6) 

where C0 represents the initial concentration 
when all released particles are found inside 
the source volume. In the BRWPT scheme, 
the source dimension is set up to be larger 
than the sampling volume. In the longitudi-
nal direction, the source size dimension is 

2 YI  while in the transverse direction it is 

10 YI . Three different types of conductivity 

fields may result in highly different flow and 
mass transfer properties (Zinn and Harvey, 
2003; Wen and Gomez-Hernandez, 1998), 
and are selected to analyze their influence on 
contaminant concentration statistical prop-
erties. All three structures have identical log-
normal univariate conductivity distributions, 
as well as isotropic spatial covariance func-
tions. They differ in the pattern by which 
high- or low-conductivity regions are con-
nected: 

   ConNected - CN field with connect-
ed high conductivity channels, but 
poorly connected low and mean 
conductivity zones. This type of 
structure is characterized by an ef-
fective conductivity greater than the 
geometric mean and large variations 
in fluid velocity. 

   DisconNected - DN field, with con-
nected low conductivity zones such 
that transport occurs through low 
values of conductivity. This type of 
structure is characterized by an ef-
fective conductivity less than the ge-
ometric mean and smaller velocity 
variations.  

   Multi-Gaussian - MG field, where 
extreme conductivity values are 
poorly connected, while mean con-
ductivity zones are well connected. 
Only for this structure, the effective 
conductivity is equal to the geomet-
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ric mean (for 2-D flow case) that is 
consistent with first-order theory 
(Dagan, 1989; Rubin, 2003).  

The CN and DN fields were generated 
through a transformation of the MG field in 
four basic steps: i) the absolute value of the 
MG field (zero mean, unit variance) was 
calculated. This transform shifts extreme 
values to become high values, and values 
originally close to the mean become low 
values; ii) the histogram of the values in the 
field was converted back to a univariate 
Gaussian distribution by mapping the cumu-
lative distribution function (CDF) value at 
each point to a standard normal CDF; iii) 
the block size of the field was increased such 
that the integral scale matched that of the 
original MG field. This provided the final 
DN field; iv) the CN field was then generat-
ed from the DN field by reflecting the val-
ues of the DN field around the log-
conductivity mean value. 

For the purpose of Papers I-III, the numeri-
cal setup properties shown in Fig. 1 are used 

to explore the impact of different 2

Yσ , log-

conductivity structures and local scale dis-
persion (LSD) on concentration statistics. 

For the flow solution, a domain of 64 YI  in 

the longitudinal direction and 48 YI  

( YI =16 m) in the transversal direction is 

used. To avoid direct boundary effects, 
transport is simulated inside an inner do-

main, 8 YI  from upper and lower no-flux 

boundaries, and 12 YI  away from left- and 

right-side constant head boundaries (Goto-
vac et al., 2009b). To achieve statistical con-
fidence, a MC convergence test is conduct-
ed. 500 statistically independent realizations 
are considered as sufficient for concentra-

tion moments in the case of 1σ2

Y  , while 

for 8σ2

Y   the required number of realiza-

tions is 2500. Transport is simulated by 
releasing 400 uniformly distributed particles 
from each of the 43 sampling volumes with 
instantaneous resident injection mode. Spa-
tial discretization corresponds to a scale 

4/YI , the same as the sampling volume. 2

Yσ  

is set up to be 1 or 8 for three types of log-
conductivity structures (Zinn and Harvey, 
2003) with an isotropic Gaussian variogram. 
The effects of LSD are analyzed for Pe 
number 100 or 10000; the latter value is 
representative of advection-dominated 
transport. The dispersion is assumed as 
isotropic and constant D.  

For single realization transport analysis, 
typical RWPT simulations are performed 
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Fig. 1. Numerical setup (Paper I-III) 
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with the same setup parameters as stated 
above. The only difference is in number of 
particles; for the initial time 40500 uniformly 
distributed particles are released from the 
source area and the concentration is calcu-
lated for each rectangular sampling cell with 

size 4/YI . For initial time, concentration 

),( tc x  is equal to 0C  inside the source area, 

while outside it takes a zero value.  

2.2.4. Numerical application – (Paper IV) 

Transport simulations are performed in the 

inner computational domain (40 YI  x 20 YI ) 

to avoid the non-stationary influence from 
the flow boundary conditions (Fig. 2). The 
log-conductivity field used is the MG one, 
modeled by exponential variogram with unit 
log-conductivity variance. The injected trac-
er mass is divided into a given number of 
particles that carry an equal fraction of total 
mass. Particles are injected along the source 
line and followed downstream by advective 
steps due to the variability of the velocity 
field and dispersive steps defined by a con-
stant dispersion with a Pe number equal to 
1000. The random walk particle tracking 
formulation used in this study follows the 
same expression as in Eq. (5).  

According to the displacement position of 

particles, the flux averaged concentration 
(Kreft and Zuber, 1978; Parker and van 
Genuchten, 1984) is calculated and moni-
tored at an arbitrary control plane with a 
dimension in the transversal direction equal 

to 0.25 YI . The flux injection mode is con-

sidered in which particles are separated by a 
distance inversely proportional to the speci-
fied flow rate (Demmy et al, 1999). Simula-
tions are made with NP = 16000 particles, 
NR = 1000 Monte Carlo realizations with a 

source area 0.25 YI  in longitudinal and 

4 YI in transversal direction. 

The numerical procedure is summarized in 
five steps: 

1.    Generation of a random hydraulic 
log-conductivity field with defined 
statistical properties using HYDRO-
GEN (Bellin and Rubin, 1996).  

2.   Evaluation of the Eulerian velocity 
and head field using the adaptive Fup 
collocation method inside the nu-
merical domain with defined bound-
ary conditions solving the flux bal-
ance equation. 

3.   Evaluate particle displacement at any 
time step using Eq. (5) with the ran-
dom walk particle tracking algorithm 

Fig. 2. Numerical setup (Paper IV) 
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based on the Runge–Kutta-Verner 
explicit time integration scheme.  

4.   Concentration evaluation 

5.   Perform MC processing, which yields 
the statistical characterization of the 
concentration field in space and 
time. 

2.3. Higher order concentration 
moment collapse 

2.3.1. Pure advection case (Pe  infinity) 

If advection is the only transport mechanism 
present, the point concentration of a con-
servative tracer released from a source with 

uniformly distributed concentration 0C  is 

either equal to the initial concentration 0C  

or zero. For this purpose the concentration 
field is characterized as a two-state process, 

taking values equal to zero or 0C . From this 

point further, in this section normalized 

concentration 0/Cc  is used, so the concen-

tration takes values equal to zero or one. 
Then, the concentration PDF is the double 
Dirac function written in the following 
mathematical form: 
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               (7) 

The terms on the right-hand side (RHS) 
represent the probability of unity and/or 
zero concentration to occur, respectively. 

Moreover, ),(0 tx  is intermittency, defined 

as a probability of concentration to be great-
er than zero, representing the situation in 
which the sampling point is affected by the 
contaminant plume (Chatwin and Sullivan, 
1989). The appropriate absolute moments of 
concentration PDF from Eq. (7) are as 
follows: 
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In the case of LSD absence and point sam-
pling, intermittency is equal to the concen-
tration mean like all higher order moments. 
An inter-moment relationship, observed in 
turbulent diffusion in open terrain and la-

boratory experiments, water channel and 
wind tunnel experiments (Lewis and Chat-
win, 1996; Klein and Young; 2011, Yee and 
Chan, 1997a; Schopflocher and Sullivan, 
2005; Yee and Wilson, 2000, Yee et al., 
2006; Yee, 2008; Yee, 2009), is defined as:  
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indicating collapse of moments higher order 
than two to second- order normalized one. 
According to Eq. (8), equality in Eq. (9) is 
confirmed, which leads to the exact relation-
ship. By taking the logarithm of Eq. (9), all 
higher moments are linearly (with the slope 
factor equal to n-1) related to the ratio of the 
second-order normalized concentration 
moment. 

2.3.2. Local scale dispersion presence (finite 
Pe) 

The case with a finite Pe number, indicating 
non-zero LSD, leads to the reduction of 
concentration values. At any sampling loca-
tion, the possible observed concentration 

values are between zero and 1/ 0 Cc . If 

sampling is affected by the plume, then the 
observed concentration value is 

1,0),( tc x . Otherwise, the observed 

concentration value is equal to zero. Because 
of the limitation of Eq. (7) to account just 
for binary concentration values, it is neces-
sary to modify it to be able to account for all 
concentration values inside a plume bounda-
ry. For this purpose a new function 

),;( tcg x  is used for PDF definition, gener-

alizing Eq. (7) into the new form: 
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Intermittency is now denoted by ),( tx  to 

present the probability of concentration to 
be greater than zero, but now accounting for 
even reduced concentration values. Note 
that in this case equality in Eq. (8) is not 

valid. The function ),;( tcg x  is the PDF of 

non-zero concentration values. The number 

of samples for ),;( tcg x  is equal to the total 

number of non-zero ),( tc x  values, while in 
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the case of ),;( tcp x , sampling over all 

concentration values (zero and non-zero) is 
made, leading to the difference in the mean-

ing of ),;( tcp x  and ),;( tcg x .  

In the case of LSD presence, Eq. (9) is mod-
ified by applying the new PDF form (Eq. 
(10)) such that a new relationship between 
the higher concentration moments to the 
second normalized concentration moment is 
obtained: 
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Function ),( tn x  is introduced to account 

for the influence of LSD. ),( tn x  is re-

ferred to as the Moment Deriving Function 
(MDF), and its value will be examined using 
numerical simulations in the Results section. 
Eq. (11) implies that higher normalized 
concentration moments are still related to 
the second concentration moment but are 

now scaled with the function ),( tn x , de-

pending on the log-conductivity structure, 
2

Yσ , and LSD.  

From the applicative viewpoint, under the 
real aquifer conditions only the measure of 

),;( tcg x  can be made (e.g. MADE, Zheng 

et al., 2010). To verify Eq. (11) even in real 
cases the starting point is  
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Due to the properties of integrating the 
Dirac’s delta function, the second part of the 
RHS vanishes and one obtains 

),(),(),( tmttm g
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p

n xxx                       (13) 

After introducing Eq. (13) into Eq. (11), it is 
obvious that independently of concentration 

moments used, i.e. ),( tm p

n x  or ),( tmg

n x , 

the equality presented in Eq. (11) is satisfied 

while at the same time ),( tn x  is unaffected 

regardless of the moments used ( ),( tm p

n x  

or ),( tmg

n x ). This indicates that the mo-

ment collapse feature in Eq. (11) should be 
applicable even in field experiments, a point 
that will be reported briefly in the Results 
section. 

2.4. Expected mass fraction 

For a contaminant introduced into the 
groundwater and released into an aquifer, 
concentration sampling can be done at some 
fixed position x  by recording the concentra-
tion continuously through the time defining 

data set ),( tc x  for each location. A conven-

tional measure used to assess toxicological 
impact on the acceptor (e.g. human) is dos-
age, or the total concentration exposure 
(starting from zero up to TMAX, which pre-
sents the time when concentration recording 
is stopped) as the contaminant plume pass-
ing the sampling location for a single realiza-
tion 


MAXT

dttcd
0

),()( xx                                  (14) 

or in the ensemble average 


MAXT

dttcd
0

),()( xx                                   (15) 

According to the average dosage definition, 
it is expected that with plume evolution, 
since the concentration mean is integrated in 
time, a smaller number of realizations (com-
parable to the concentration mean) is need-
ed for accurate dosage representation 
(Heagy and Sullivan, 1995).  

One-point concentration PDF at the sam-
pling location and for any time step 

),;( tcp x , that is defined by 

)),((),;( dcctccprobdctcp  xx  (16) 

has absolute moments  


0

0

),;(),(

C

n

n dctcpctm xx                       (17) 

and presents the measure able to track the 
concentration reduction. If (16) is integrated 
at any fixed sampling location through the 
time one obtains 
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with corresponding moments  
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Expected mass fraction (EMF) function 
(Heagy and Sullivan, 1996) is defined as  
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where dccf ),( x  represents the probability 

that the expected fraction of the expected 
total mass passing the sampling is found in 

the concentration interval c  to dcc  . 

From a practical point of view, ),( xcf  has 

the advantage that it defines how the con-
taminant mass is distributed over different 
concentration intervals found at the sam-
pling location x .  

2.5. Risk assessment 

For purpose of risk characterization, the 
exposure pathway is identified by assuming 
that the contaminant released from the 
source area is transported through the aqui-
fer based on coupled effect of the advection 
and LSD. This thus affects the sampling well 
where the water is withdrawn through the 
installed screen for the purpose of domestic 
use, mainly for drinking, which corresponds 
to the ingestion pathway. Following the 
exposure quantification guidelines (USEPA, 
2001), the next step of exposure assessment 
is based on determination of the groundwa-
ter exposure concentration values, as well as 
the exposure magnitude, frequency and 
duration. Only the ingestion pathway is 
considered here to demonstrate the ability of 
the EMF to be used in risk characterization. 
Without exception, it can be used even for 
any other exposure pathway like inhalation 
or dermal contact. To determine the expo-

sure of water ingested from the well at some 
location x , the intake dose ID [mg/kg-day] 
is estimated as  

ATBW

EDEFCRC
ID




                            (23) 

where C [mg/liter] denotes the concentra-
tion averaged over the exposure period, CR 
[liter/day] is the contact rate, EF [days/year] 
denotes the exposure frequency and ED 
[years] defines exposure duration, while for 
BW [kg] the average human bodyweight is 
assumed. Note that ID is normalized by the 
averaging time AT [days], which corre-
sponds to the period over which the expo-
sure is averaged. AT is set to be equal to 
exposure duration in the case of non-
carcinogenic substances, while in case of 
carcinogenic ones it is set to 70 years or the 
long-period intake.  

A toxicity assessment for non-carcinogenic 
effects is focused on reference dose (RfD) 
determination. It is derived from the 
NOAEL (No Observed Adverse Effect 
Level) or LOAEL (Lowest Observed Ad-
verse Effect Level) (Kent, 1998, USEPA, 
2001) determined usually in laboratory con-
ditions, based on a Dose-Response curve 
(Fig. 3) obtained from experiments conduct-
ed on rodents. Therefore, there are several 
sources of uncertainty related to the proper 
RfD determination: i) the population used in 
the experiment is mainly uniform, without 
significant differences in between; ii) when 

Fig. 3. Determination of the MCL from 
the dose-response curve based on labor-
atory experiment 
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used for humans, it is necessary to extrapo-
late from the level determined for rodents; 
and iii) there is uncertainty related to the 
source of extrapolation (LOAEL or 
NOAEL). Since the EMF has the concen-
tration unit, RfD is converted to Maximum 
Contaminant Level (MCL). As a conse-
quence of all the aforementioned, MCL is 
subjected to uncertainty in its determination 
as shown in Fig. 3. This is important since it 
is used in the final step – risk characteriza-
tion. 

For non-carcinogenic substances, the hazard 
quotient (HQ) is evaluated by the ratio be-
tween the exposure and the reference dose 
over the exposure period or the intake con-
centration normalized by MCL (denoted by 
cS) 

Sc

IC

RfD

ID
HQ                                     (24) 

IC is intake concentration, which is taken 
from the numerical model presented in 
previous subsections and represents the 
actual concentration of groundwater when 
withdrawn and ingested from the well. In 
this case the EMF represents the expected 
mass distribution over different concentra-
tion values using the average (ensemble) 
exposure duration and provides a new in-
sight into the variable needed for IC repre-
sentation. 

Finally, risk probability is defined as 

)1()(  HQprobR f x                           (25) 

which is determined by convolution of two 

PDFs: EMF PDF ( ),( xcf ), calculated from 

the numerical data set, and cS PDF ( )( Scp ), 

which involves all sources of uncertainty 
related to RfD determination, assumed as a 
Log-normal one. 

In case of random variables IC and cS used, 
Eq.(25) can be written in form  
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leading to risk probability. 

3.  RESULTS 

3.1. Model validation and MC con-
vergence (Paper I and II) 

The analysis of transport in groundwater is 
subject to different problems related pri-
marily to aquifer heterogeneity. Differences 
in aquifer conductivity, its heterogeneity and 
spatial correlation of different conductivity 
patterns are predefined by the physical pro-
cesses acting through past geological peri-
ods. In real cases, if dissolved toxic sub-
stance is released in an aquifer accidentally 
or on purpose, it is transferred due advec-
tion, which fully reflects aquifer variability at 
all scales. Differences in aquifer conductivi-
ty, its spatial variability and correlation, 
when coupled to boundary conditions (head 
and/or flux), fully describe velocity field 
acting on a solute plume to stretch it, creat-
ing lenses and fingers characterizing 
transport occurring through the preferential 
channels. In most cases, the aquifer hetero-
geneity is not known or, most commonly, 
data are constrained being locally known and 
affected by the scale on which the measure-
ments are taken. Solute concentration fluc-
tuations are predicted under these circum-
stances using a stochastic approach, leaving 
the deterministic solution as not appropriate 
due to the high uncertainty level caused by 
unknown aquifer conductivity field proper-
ties.  

The numerical procedure used here to con-
duct a high number of statistically independ-
ent flow and transport realizations is validat-
ed in Paper I with results obtained by Caroni 
and Fiorotto (2005). A numerical setup as 
shown in Section 2 (numerical procedure) is 
used. 25 different sampling locations along 
the centerline are selected with 400 particles 
uniformly distributed within each one. The 
selected Pe values are: 10000, demonstrating 
advection dominated transport, and 100, 
which involves significant influence of the 
LSD. 1000 statistically independent log-
conductivity MG realizations are modeled 
by an isotropic exponential variogram. Log 
conductivity variance is set to unity while the 
LSD is set as constant and anisotropic 

20/XXYY DD  . The results in Fig. 4 
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demonstrate the validity of the model used, 
through the concentration moments (three 
different dimensionless times; 2, 5 and 15 

YItU / ), mean (Fig. 4a and 4c) and standard 

deviation (Fig. 4b and 4d). For both Pe val-
ues we observe excellent agreement inde-
pendently of the time since injection. In the 
case of the latest time, smoothness is a bit 
reduced but compared to 20000 realizations 
made by Caroni and Fiorotto (2005) it is 
expected. Although our setup parameters do 
not fit the ones from Caroni and Fiorotto 
(2005) exactly (transport domain, number of 
realizations), we show that our numerical 
procedure is able to capture all transport 
phenomenon like concentration mean and 
standard deviation reduction with distance, 

bimodal feature of the concentration vari-
ance as well as the LSD effects.  

MC convergence for concentration mo-
ments up to the fourth order is investigated 
in depth in Paper I. Here, in Fig. 5a-h., for 
setup parameters selected as previously 
explained in Section 2, only the high hetero-

geneity degree 8σ2

Y   case and for CN log-

conductivity structure, results of conver-
gence are illustrated. The CN structure is set 
as a representative structure due to its most 
pronounced velocity variability and conse-
quently it is the most demanding one con-
cerning MC convergence. The concentration 
mean, coefficient of variation (CVC), skew-
ness and kurtosis, at two different sampling 
locations with several snapshots selected 

Fig- 4. Validation of the numerical procedure based on concentration mean and standard 

deviation conducted from 1000 statistically independent MC realizations for 12 Y : a) 

concentration mean, Pe=10000, b) concentration standard deviation, Pe=10000, 
c) concentration mean, Pe=100 and d) concentration standard deviation, Pe=100. 
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presenting the plume core as well as its 
lateral part  (first or late arrival), are shown 
to converge rapidly as the number of MC 
realizations is increased starting from 10. All 
the aforementioned concentration moments 
converge to some stable state after approxi-
mately 2000 realizations, a bit faster for the 
plume core. Some minor discrepancies are 
observed for different Pe values but these 
are meaningless compared to the order of 
moment influence. The order of moment 
increases the necessary number of realiza-
tions. Concentration kurtosis is shown to be 
the most demanding but keeping the relative 

ratio between moment value calculated from 
NR=2200 realizations and moment value 
calculated from maximum number of reali-
zations (2500) less than 0.4% (Fig. 5g and 
5h). To conclude, we choose 2500 flow and 
transport realizations as sufficient for an 
accurate calculation of concentration mo-
ments up to the fourth order in the case of 

high heterogeneity ( )8σ2

Y  , while in the 

case of mild heterogeneity ( 1σ2

Y  ) 500 

realizations are shown as sufficient. 

Third- and fourth-order normalized concen-
tration moments reach MC convergence in a 

Fig. 5. MC convergence test conducted for CN log-conductivity structure and 82 Y : 

a)  Concentration mean, Pe = 100, b) Concentration mean, Pe = 10,000, c) CVC, Pe = 100, 
d) CVC, Pe = 10000, e) Concentration skewness, Pe = 100, f) Concentration skewness, 
Pe  = 10000, g) Concentration kurtosis, Pe = 100 and h) Concentration kurtosis, Pe = 
10000. 
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very similar manner compared to skewness 
and kurtosis (Paper II.). After 1500 MC 
realizations, both normalized moments 
converge to some stable value (Fig. 6). 
When the number of MC realizations is 
increased to 2500, the difference in the 
fourth-order normalized moment is reduced 
to below 2.5%. 

3.2. Concentration moments (Pa-
per  I) 

If advection is the only mechanism acting on 
a solute in groundwater, than the plume 
shape and size are completely defined by the 
velocity field, reflecting conductivity pat-
terns. Spatial differences in conductivity 
patterns and their mutual correlation unique-
ly define the velocity field. Fig. 7 demon-
strates the influence of the log-conductivity 
structure on the streamlines. Although the 

mild heterogeneity )1(σ2

Y   is used, the 

differences in the case of DN and CN struc-
tures in streamlines are obvious, reflecting 
the areas characterized by high seepage 
velocity. In the case of the CN structure, a 
few integral scales from the injection zone 
streamlines are focused to the preferential 
channels characterized by high velocities and 
significantly correlated high log-conductivity 
patterns (thin red channels in Fig. 7a). Inde-
pendently of the initial conditions (e.g. resi-
dent injection mode), streamlines converge 
to the preferential channels eschewing the 
low log-conductivity areas (blue zones). This 
leads to a significantly increased Lagrangian 
integral scale in the case of CN. Throughout 
the extremely fast and narrow preferential 
channels characterizing the CN structure, a 
longitudinal correlation is significant even if 
the overall velocity variability is greater 

compared to the DN structure. Once the 
particle enters the channel, it is kept inside in 
the absence of the mechanism that is able to 
transfer it to the neighboring streamlines. 
The DN structure presents the mirrored CN 
around the log-conductivity mean, but with 
drastically changed velocity properties (Zinn 
and Harvey, 2003). With the same initial 
conditions, the flow through the preferential 
channels is not observed except in the 
source near zone where initial conditions are 
not disturbed until the particle leaves the 
thin blue zone presenting low log-
conductivity channels (Fig. 7b). Driven by 
the head gradient, the particle continues 
along the streamline passing through the 
different log-conductivity patterns, which as 
a consequence reduces the velocity autocor-
relation values for large spatial/temporal 
lags, contrary to CN structure. 

Compared to the ensemble statistics, a single 
realization transport simulation offers a 
better view of how the log-conductivity 

structure and 2

Yσ  affect the plume shape and 

size, especially the stretched and fingered 
first arrivals as well as the influence of the 
initial conditions. Fig. 8 demonstrates a 
single realization plume for two snapshots, 8 
and 25 dimensionless time since the injec-
tion. Following streamline properties charac-
terizing CN and DN structures, numerical 
simulations conducted for the advection-
dominated case (Pe= 10000) clearly points 
out how the transport is influenced by the 
heterogeneity structure. Although the select-
ed Pe value does not neglect LSD complete-
ly, it is observed that the impact is minor 
according to the plume form in all snapshots 
and for both structures. The existence of 

Fig. 6. MC convergence test conducted for CN log-conductivity structure, 82 Y  and 

Pe=100: a) third order normalized concentration moment and b) fourth order normalized 
concentration moment. 
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high velocity channels in the case of the CN 
structure results in a stretched plume, fo-
cused mostly through the areas where the 
streamlines are converging even for the 
earliest snapshot. As the time since injection 
is increased, the plume’s fringes and fingers 
are more visible. Stemming from the fact 
that streamlines characterizing the DN 
structure are alternately passing through 
absorbing isolated high velocity zones (large 
red zones in Fig. 8b) and thinner but better 
correlated low velocity zones, the DN struc-
ture is shown to keep the plume in more 
compact form compared to CN one. 

The initial conditions (resident injection 
mode used) are shown to play an important 
role in plume characterization. Due to the 
uniform initial concentration distribution 
and contrast of log-conductivity zones in all 
types of log-conductivity structures, a por-
tion of injected mass is attached to low 
velocity zones. These zones are isolated and 
the largest in the case of the CN structure 
causing significant retention of the contami-
nant. Since there is no mechanism that can 
cause the contaminant (particles) to leave 
them, except the slow advection, they stays 
stacked until they are transferred slowly 

Fig. 7. Single realization streamlines for 12 Y : a) CN log-conductivity structure, b) DN 

log-conductivity structure.  
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downstream toward the higher velocity 
patterns.  In contrast to large and isolated 
areas with low velocities in the CN case, 
injected mass leaves the thin and correlated 
low velocity channels (DN) much faster; this 
result in the injection mode being more 
pronounced for the CN structure. As a 
consequence of the coupled effects of slow 
advection and the existence of preferential 
channels, the plume characterizing the CN 
log-conductivity structure is more spread in 
primarily a longitudinal direction, resulting 
in earliest first arrivals and a more pro-

nounced tailing effect observed in concen-
tration breakthrough curves.  

While the MG structure, according to the 
velocity and plume characteristics, is shown 
to be positioned in between the CN and DN 
ones, a higher log-conductivity variance 

)8(σ2

Y   increases the influence of spatial 

log-conductivity structures as well as the 
injection mode on the plume features. Pri-
marily, the plume’s shape is changed 
through a more extended length of fringes 
and fingers (Fiori and Jankovic, 2012), much 
faster first arrivals and slower late arrivals 

Fig. 8. Single realization displacement for 12 Y , Pe=10000 and two dimensionless 

snapshots, 8/ YItU  and 25 : a) CN log-conductivity structure, b) DN log-conductivity 

structure.  
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due to the increased velocity variability 
(Gotovac et al., 2010). In the case of in-
creased heterogeneity, we noticed preferen-
tial channels become more prominent with a 
large amount of contaminant transported 
mainly through (Gotovac et al., 2009b; 
Jankovic et al., 2003) - this especially holds 
for the CN structure. Also, an increased log-
conductivity variance leads to increased 
differences in velocity statistics between 
Gaussian (MG) and generic non-Gaussian 
(DN and CN) structures (Wen and Gomez-
Hernandez, 1998). 

Before a concentration moment analysis is 
done, the LSD and its effect on the concen-
tration scalar must be explained in detail, as 
well as when coupled with aquifer heteroge-

neity and structure. According to the in-
creased velocity variability compared to the 

1σ2

Y   case and more pronounced prefer-

ential channel effect, the plume is additional-

ly elongated as 2

Yσ  increases. One fact that 

further contributes to this is uniform initial 
particle distribution (resident injection 
mode) attaching the particles to the low log-
conductivity patterns as well. Fig. 9a demon-
strates particle displacement for dimension-

less snapshot 20/ YItU  when the CN 

structure is selected, with Pe =10000 and 

8σ2

Y   in a randomly selected realization. 

This advection-dominated case enables one 
to get information about plume shape and 
size. A few integral scales away from the 

Fig. 9. Single realization transport in case of CN structure, Pe=10000, 82 Y  and for 

dimensionless snapshot 20/ YItU ; a) Particle displacement, b) Concentration field. 
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injection area particles are focused through a 
very few thin, significantly correlated high 
velocity channels. The concentration scalar 
presented in Fig. 9b indicates its spatial 
distribution with the highest concentration 
values corresponding to a normalized initial 

concentration 1/ 0 Cc  mainly inside the 

source area, but also along the preferential 
channels. Note that the sampling volume 

(area) used corresponds to 4/YI  in-

volving concentration reduction especially at 
the plume boundaries, which is visible at the 
lateral part of the contaminant kept inside 
the source area, as well as along the thin 
parts of preferential channels. In Fig. 10a 
and 10b, LSD is a dominant (Pe=100) mech-
anism leading to enhanced dilution. Alt-

hough the constant dispersion is assumed as 
isotropic, because of significant velocity 
correlation along the channels it is obvious 
that transverse dispersion plays a more im-
portant role in total mixing compared to a 
longitudinal one (Cirpka and Kitanidis, 2000; 
Cirpka et al., 2011a; Werth, et al., 2006). 
LSD affects the plume so the mass is 
tracked to the zone out of a preferential 
channels, thus intensifying the mixing in 
between the channels and leading to the 
reduced concentration values or dilution. As 
evidenced in Fig. 10b, observed concentra-
tion values throughout the domain are dras-
tically reduced except inside the source area, 
with more aquifer area affected by the con-
taminant plume in contrast to Fig. 9b 

Fig. 10. Single realization transport in case of CN structure, Pe=100, 82 Y  and for di-

mensionless snapshot 20/ YItU ; a) Particle displacement, b) Concentration field. 
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(Pe=10000). Compared to the CN structure, 
MG and DN indicate a much slower LSD 
evolution in single realization, especially as 

2

Yσ  increases which corresponds to results 

by Boso (2012), who demonstrated global 
concentration mean and variance calculated 
for a single realization. The global mean can 
serve as a good representation of the LSD 
influence, as well as the global variance. As 

2

Yσ  is increased, the global mean takes lower 

value. The global variance is shown to van-
ish faster for lower Pe values, indicating a 
stronger LSD effect through the vanishing 
of concentration gradients. 

According to Fick´s law, mass transfer 
caused by LSD is a function of concentra-
tion gradient and surface area through which 
the transfer occurs. This implies that fringes 
and fingers enlarge the surface area available 
for mass transfer. Since the stretched and 
squeezed plume shape is characteristic as 
noticed in the case of CN structure, it con-
tributes to the greatest LSD effect. Note that 
the resident injection mode also contributes 
to an enlarged plume surface (boundary) by 
keeping the portion of mass being stacked 
while the mass initially introduced to higher 
log-conductivity area passes through the 
channels presenting first arrivals. Also, 
through preferential channels, mass is kept 
in a very narrow area creating sharp concen-
tration gradients desirable for mass transfer 
outside the channels.  

For the concentration moment analysis, we 
start by presenting the ensemble concentra-
tion mean and CVC for advection dominated 
case as a function of dimensionless time, for 

both 2

Yσ  values and for three different struc-

tures in Fig. 11a, 11b and 11c. Dimension-
less time is normalized by the mean velocity 

U  calculated for all three log-conductivity 
structures separately. According to Zinn and 
Harvey (2003), this formulation of dimen-
sionless time is different than the real time 

because of differences in mean velocity U . 
To further clarify the normalization proce-

dure, in the case of 1σ2

Y   , the mean veloc-

ity characterizing the CN structure is 10% 
higher than the mean calculated for MG. In  

 

 

Fig. 11. Concentration mean and coeffi-
cient of variation through dimensionless 

time for mild 12 Y and high 82 Y  

aquifer heterogeneity. Samplings are 
positioned along the center line, 2 and 15 
integral scales from the source center, 
Pe=10000. a) DN log-conductivity struc-
ture, b) MG log-conductivity structure 
and c) CN log-conductivity structure. 
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contrast, the mean velocity characterizing 
the DN structure is 10% lower than the MG 

one. Increased heterogeneity 8σ2

Y   leads 

to increased differences in the mean veloci-
ty. The CN and DN structures have 2.5 
times higher and lower mean velocities than 

MG, respectively. In the case of 8σ2

Y   and 

constant effective porosity 0.2, the mean 
velocity for the MG structure is 

7101037.1 U  m/s. The CN structure 
results in a 250% higher mean velocity, 
while a 250% lower mean velocity is charac-
teristic of the DN structure. Normalization 
done in this way leads to the conclusion: 
dimensionless time is defined as the time 
needed for particle to exceed the distance 
driven by the mean velocity defined for each 
particular log-conductivity structure and 
variance.  

The influence of the 2

Yσ  and the log-

conductivity structure we summarize as 
follows: 

   Increased 2

Yσ  leads to decreased 

moment values in the concentration 
mean and increased CVC, but with 
an increased tailing effect as well as 
the earliest first arrival. The latter is 
more visible for the furthest sam-

pling (15 YI  from the source) since 

the plume must pass some distance 
from the source area to reflect the 
aquifer heterogeneity. The injection 
mode used in accordance to the 
higher velocity variability in the case 

of increased 2

Yσ  leads to more pro-

nounced tailing. Due to the distorted 
plume shape, plume overlapping 
from realization to realization is re-
duced; this leads to reduced mean 
and increased CVC when compared 

to unity 2

Yσ  in the plume core, inde-

pendent of the distance from the 
source. The opposite is observed at 
plume lateral parts indicating more 
frequently observed non-zero con-

centration values as 2

Yσ  is increased, 

which is in accordance with the 

elongated plume feature and the ex-
istence of preferential channels.  

   The CN log-conductivity structure 
additionally results in the earliest first 
arrival as well as the late one. Com-
bining the injection mode with the 
extremely high velocities throughout 
the channels causes very fast first ar-
rivals but also the latest late arrivals 
due to the large isolated low log-
conductivity zones. In contrast to 
the DN structure, where the plume 
shows the most compact form, the 
most elongated, thinned and irregu-
lar plume shape characteristic for the 
CN structure reduces the concentra-
tion mean and increases the uncer-
tainty. The differences in log-
conductivity structures are more ob-

servable as 2

Yσ  is increased. The 

moment values characterizing the 
MG structure are in between ones 
observed for CN and DN. 

Compared to the advection, which acts at all 
scales and constantly through time, LSD 
needs time to evolve and affect concentra-
tion CVC, since the mean is weakly affected 
compared to higher order moments (Andri-
cevic 1998; Dagan and Fiori, 1997; Fiori and 
Dagan, 2000). Through the concentration 
CVC in Fig. 12 we follow the LSD evolution 
for both cases of aquifer heterogeneity and 
incorporating three different structures. For 
this purpose only the samplings along the 
centerline are selected (2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 

and 35 YI  from the source center), and CVC 

is shown for each of four dimensionless 

snapshots, YItU /  5, 10, 20 and 35. Relat-

ed to the number of realizations, peak values 
are the most representative due to the most 
frequent plume overlapping. Although the 

initial plume size is 2 YI  in a longitudinal 

direction and 10 YI  in a transversal direction, 

a significant LSD influence is visible even in 
the plume center very close from the injec-
tion zone for the high heterogeneity case. 
For the earliest snapshot,  
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Fig. 12. Temporal evolution of the LSD for 7 samplings along the centerline (2, 5, 10, 15, 
20, 30 and 35 integral scales from the source center), and for 4 dimensionless snapshots  

( YItU /  5, 10, 20 and 20). Selected Pe values are 100 and 10000: a) DN structure, 12 Y , 

b) DN structure, 82 Y , c) MG structure, 12 Y , d) MG structure, 82 Y , e) CN struc-

ture, 12 Y  and f) CN structure, 82 Y . 
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Fig. 12a, 12c and 12e do not show signifi-
cant differences in CVC. As the time is in-
creased, CVC is reduced for Pe=100 with 
time, independent of whether the plume 
core or the lateral plume part is of interest. 
Since the highest uncertainty for the advec-
tion dominated case is characteristic of the 
CN structure, the opposite is observed for 
the low Pe value where DN possesses the 
highest CVC value. It clearly demonstrates 
how the plume features, especially the plume 
shape and the fringes, influence transport 
mechanisms (Knudby and Carrera, 2005) by 
increasing the surface available for the con-
taminant mass transfer towards the neigh-
boring aquifer area. A consequence of the 
more mixed contaminant is reduced uncer-
tainty when analyzed through the CVC. More 
pronounced and faster LSD evolution is 
observed for high heterogeneity (right col-
umn of Fig. 12). In the case of the CN struc-
ture, LSD evolves very quickly, after 

YItU / 5 (black lines in Fig. 12f) since 

injection, significant difference in concentra-
tion CVC is observed even in the near zone. 
Due to the plume features in the case of the 
DN structure, LSD impact is postponed 

here to YItU / 20, while for MG the first 

significant sign of LSD presence is observed 

after around YItU / 10. 

Recent studies focusing on the solute con-
centration PDF have shown asymmetrical 
PDF shape in groundwater transport (Bellin 
and Tonnina, 2007; Cirpka et al., 2011b; 
Schwede et al., 2008), open terrain experi-
ments in atmosphere (Klein and Young, 
2011; Yee and Chan, 1997), wind tunnels 
(Schopflocher and Sullivan, 2005; Yee at al., 
2006) and in water channels (Yee and Wil-
son, 2000; Yee et al., 2006). Most of the 
analytical asymmetric PDF models require 
three or even more parameters except the 
Beta and log-normal distribution. The out-
come of the aforementioned studies indi-
cates the necessity for higher order concen-
tration moments to characterize 
concentration fluctuations accurately. For 
this purpose, the analysis is extended to the 
concentration skewness and kurtosis calcu-
lated by the MC procedure as well by the 

Beta distribution by using the concentration 
mean and variance calculated by the MC, 
presented for two samplings along the cen-
terline. 

Concentration skewness (Fig. 13) serves as a 
good indicator of the PDF shape. For the 
closest sampling and for mild heterogeneity , 
negative skewness values are observed; this 
is explained by the mostly high concentra-
tion values observed, mainly greater than 0.5 
shifting the mass center of PDF towards the 
right or towards the maximum observable 

concentration 1/ 0 Cc . This feature is 

more pronounced in the case of the DN 
field (-0.90), while for the CN field the cal-
culated skewness value is a bit lower (-0.51). 
The PDFs with the lowest skewness values 
are strictly ones characterizing concentration 
fluctuations in the plume center. Since the 
distance from the source is increased, the 
influence of LSD coupled with heterogenei-
ty enhances the concentration reduction and 

decrease of 1/ 0 Cc  frequencies, which 

leads to increased skewness values and 
switch from its negative to positive values. 
At the plume boundaries, although the con-
centration reduction is present, the more 
obvious increase of skewness is noticed and 
explained by a higher frequency of the zero 
concentration values than in the plume 
center. This holds independently of the 
aquifer heterogeneity and log-conductivity 
structure. 

The ratio between frequencies of extreme 

concentration values, zero and 1/ 0 Cc , 

can be seen through the concentration kur-
tosis. The minimum possible kurtosis value 
is equal to 1 in the case of equally frequent 

zero and 1/ 0 Cc  values. This is not 

reached, but the lowest kurtosis value is 
noticed in the case of the CN field for   and 
is equal to 1.42, while for the DN field it is 

equal to 2.03 (2 YI  from the source center, 

YItU / 2, Pe=10000). Since the kurtosis 

indicates the sharpness and the height of the 
PDF peak relative to the rest of the concen-
tration values, higher kurtosis is observed at 
the plume boundaries independent of the 
log-conductivity structure and variance. 
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Lower kurtosis values are characteristic of 
more intensive LSD, keeping the concentra-
tion values spread around the mean with 
reduced probabilities of extreme concentra-
tion values. 

A comparison of MC skewness and kurtosis 
with the ones obtained from the Beta distri-
bution leads to the conclusion that Beta can, 
with acceptable accuracy, define both the 
concentration skewness and kurtosis for the 
samplings close to the source, even for 

8σ2

Y   and the CN field, within the whole 

time interval analyzed in the study. For a 

sampling 15 YI  away from the source, how-

ever, Beta provides a close representation 

only if 1.σ2

Y   For higher 2

Yσ , results sug-

gest that the Beta distribution provides an 
accurate representation of the concentration 
PDF only for early times. In general, better 
agreement between MC moments and ones 
obtained from Beta distribution is reached 
for the DN structure. 

3.3. Collapse of higher order concen-
tration moments (Paper II) 

After demonstrating the exact relationship 
between higher order normalized concentra-
tion moments to the second-order normal-
ized one in the case of pure advection, uni-
form initial concentration distribution and 
point sampling in Section 2.3., here the 
focus is on validating the moment collapse 
and exploring its features in the case of 

Fig. 13. Concentration skewness calculated by MC and from Beta distribution for two 
samplings along the centerline (2 and 15 integral scales from the source center); a) DN 
structure, Pe =10000, b) DN structure, Pe =100, c) CN structure, Pe =10000, d) CN struc-
ture, Pe =100. 
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simulated concentration data as well as in 
real cases where concentration is measured 
in the field. 

3.3.1. Numerical simulations 

Simulations are made through time, injecting 

the mass instantaneously at YItU / 0 and 

sampling the concentration at 43 samplings 

as shown in Fig. 1, until YItU / 100, with 

dimensionless time step  YItU / 0.025 for 

CN, MG and DN structures, mild and high 
heterogeneity and Pe values 10000 and 100. 
To prove a linear log-log relationship be-
tween higher order and second-order nor-
malized concentration moments, 172000 
normalized concentration values are availa-

ble, sampled at scale 4/YI . Non-zero 

normalized concentration moments (third 
versus second) are shown in scattergrams in 
Fig. 14 using the log-log scale so the rela-
tionship from Eq. (11) is linear. Beside the 
dots in the scattergrams, the same figure 
contains the theoretical pure advection case 
with point sampling (black solid line). As 
evidenced in the Methodology section, this 
scenario is set as a lower limit presenting the 
exact moment collapse independent of the 
time since injection. Although not all the 
numerical setup parameters are shown in 
Fig. 14a, 14b and 14c, the lower limit has 
never been underestimated for a wide range 

of setup parameters ( 2

Yσ , log-conductivity 

structure and different Pe) and all numerical 
moment values are positioned above it. 
Furthermore, regression analysis is applied 
for the whole scattergram except zero values 
to define the correlation coefficient and 
MDF value. Zero moment values are ex-
cluded because samplings are affected by the 
contaminant through some time interval 
reflecting the heterogeneity features and 
LSD influence on the concentration scalar. 
If the concentration is zero, it means that 
sampling is not affected at the moment and 
there is no physical mechanism that acts on 
the concentration field at selected sampling 
and for selected time. For the purpose of 
regression analysis, it is assumed that the 
slope of the regression line of non-zero 
scattergram values is equal to the slope 

defined for the pure advection – lower limit 
case. The latter is checked and differences 
are minor although influenced by several 
sources of errors: machine precision, numer-
ical errors, and number of non-zero nor- 

Fig. 14. Moment collapse demonstration: 

a) MG structure, Pe=10000, 82 Y , 

b)  CN structure, Pe=100, 12 Y and 

c)  DN structure, Pe=100 and 12 Y . 
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Fig. 15. Collapse of the third to second order normalized concentration moment: a) DN 

structure, Pe=10000, 82 Y , b) DN structure, Pe=100, 82 Y , c) MG structure, 

Pe=10000, 82 Y , d) MG structure, Pe=100, 82 Y , e) CN structure, Pe=10000, 

82 Y and f) CN structure, Pe=100, 82 Y . 
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Fig. 16. Collapse of the fourth to second order normalized concentration moment: a) DN 

structure, Pe=10000, 82 Y , b) DN structure, Pe=100, 82 Y , c) MG structure, 

Pe=10000, 82 Y , d) MG structure, Pe=100, 82 Y , e) CN structure, Pe=10000, 

82 Y and f) CN structure, Pe=100, 82 Y . 
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malized concentration moments involved in 
regression analysis. According to Eq (11), 
the regression line slope is increased with 
the order of moment n presented at the y 
axis of each scattergram, and is equal to n-1 
after applying the log-log scale.  

Fig. 15 shows both MDF and correlation 
coefficient values for the functional relation-
ship of third-order to second-order normal-

ized moments in the case of 8σ2

Y  , while 

the same values in the case of fourth-order 
normalized moments are demonstrated in 
Fig. 16. General conclusions arising from 
Fig. 14, 15 and 16 can be summarised:  

   Undoubtedly, moment collapse is a 
feature present in groundwater 
transport, defining the functional re-
lationship between higher order 
normalized concentration moments 
to the second-order normalized one 
even in the case when LSD acts in 
addition to beside the advection. 

   In the case of numerically simulated 
concentration data sets used, one is 
able to determine the influence of 
several factors: LSD, log-
conductivity structure and log-
conductivity variance to the MDF. 

   Higher MDF values are characteristic 

of higher 2

Yσ  just for finite Pe. 

   A CN log-conductivity structure 
causes the highest increase of MDF 
value compared to MG and DN 
when coupled to finite Pe. 

   As the order of moment related to 
second-order normalized one in-
creases, the correlation coefficient 
value is decreased but still kept high, 
representing significant correlation 
(higher than 0.6). This holds for at 
least up to the sixth-order normal-
ized moment resulting from the 
analysis conducted here. 

   Significant changes in scattergram 
shape are observed for different Pe 
values. 

   A lower Pe increases MDF values in-
dependent of the log-conductivity 
structure and its variance. 

Fig. 17. Moment collapse demonstration 
for three dimensionless snapshots 

YItU / 5, 20 and 50, respectively: 

a)  third to second order normalized 
moment, CN structure, Pe=10000, 

82 Y , b) fourth to second order normal-

ized moment, CN structure, Pe=10000, 

82 Y  and c) fourth to second order 

normalized moment, CN structure, 

Pe=100, 82 Y . 
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The last point highlights the LSD im-
portance and its effect on the MDF values 
and the moment collapse feature. To further 
explain the scattergram properties, it is nec-
essary to closely examine the scatter struc-
ture. A regression analysis in Fig. 17 is done 
for three randomly selected snapshots sepa-

rately YItU / 5, 20 and 50 in the case of 

Pe=10000 and 100 for the CN structure and  

8σ2

Y  , addressing the functional relation-

ship between the third- to second- (Fig. 17a) 
and fourth- to second-order normalized 
moments (Fig. 17b and 17c). For each snap-
shot, a maximum of 43 non-zero concentra-
tion moment pairs is taken into account. Of 
course, the number of affected samplings 
differs from snapshot to snapshot following 
the plume evolution through the domain. 
The highest number of non-zero concentra-
tion moment pairs is observed for the latest 
snapshot reflecting the combined role of 
fringes and fingers as well as the mass inject-
ed in low velocity areas. As shown in the 
single realization analysis, both facts con-
tribute to plume elongation and enhanced 
spreading, thus increasing the number of 
non-zero moment samplings. In the case of 
the third-order normalized moment, the 
correlation coefficient does not fall under 
0.939 while in the case of the fourth-order 
moment it is decreased to 0.802 (Pe=10000) 
but still presenting a significant functional 

relationship. More important is the MDF 
value, which increases with time for all order 
of moments. Fig. 17a, 17b and 17c offer two 
important findings: 

   Regardless of how many samplings 
the plume covers, the MDF shows 
very weak spatial dependence indi-
cating dominant MDF dependence 

to time )(),( tt nn  x . 

   The MDF value increases with time 
and converges to some stable value 
coinciding with the temporal LSD 
evolution. 

If the MDF is analyzed for each snapshot 
starting from the injection moment as 
shown in Fig. 18a and 18b, coincidence with 
LSD evolution is obvious with significant 
correlation values in each snapshot. Follow-
ing the outcome from Section 3.2. and the 

combined effect of 
2

Yσ  and log-conductivity 

structure to the LSD evolution, MDF starts 
from unity value in the moment of injection 
and increases following the LSD. The initial 

state ( YItU / 0) corresponds completely to 

the pure advection conditions since the 
concentration is uniformly distributed inside 
the source area. As the time increases, so 
does the MDF: The highest MDF is charac-

teristic of the CN structure and 8σ2

Y  , 

while independent of the structure and 
2

Yσ , 

the LSD increases the MDF value. 

Fig. 18. Moment deriving function (MDF) in time for MG, CN and DN log-conductivity 

structures, Pe= 100 and 10000 , 2

Y 1 and 8: a) third versus second order normalised 

moment, b) fourth versus second order normalised moment 
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3.3.2. MacroDispersion experiment 
(MADE1) – Columbus Air Force Base site  

In this section, the presented feature of 
normalized higher concentration-moment 
collapse is examined using concentration 
data from the conservative Bromide tracer 
test obtained from the macrodispersion 
experiment (MADE 1) at Columbus Air 
Force Base in Mississippi (Boggs et al., 1992; 
Rehfeldt et al., 1992). The natural gradient 
experiment was performed in a shallow 
alluvial aquifer consisting of heterogeneous, 
lenticular deposits of sand and gravel. The 
experiment was initiated with the injection 
of 10.07 m3 of groundwater containing 
bromide with an initial concentration set to 
2500 mg/l (Boggs et al., 1992). Eight snap-
shots were conducted over a period of ap-
proximately 20 months. The time interval 
between plume samplings ranged from 5 to 
19 weeks. A network of 258 sampling wells, 
each with up to 30 sampling points in the 
vertical direction, was used to monitor the 
tracer plumes in three dimensions. The log-
conductivity variance characterizing the 
Columbus site varies depending on the 
conductivity scale; Rehfeldt et al. (1992) 
reported an overall variance of the horizon-
tal log-conductivity equal to 4.5 with correla-
tion length 12.8 m in longitudinal and 1.6 m 

in transversal direction, the study conducted 
by Harvey and Gorelick (2000) at the sub-
meter scale raises up the value to 20 for the 

single location (borehole), while results 
made by Bohling et al. (2012) based on 
direct-push techniques at the centimeter 
scale indicate log-conductivity variance close 
to 7.  

The absolute moment values of ),;( tcg x  

and ),;( tcp x  differ by an intermittency 

factor, and log-log moment collapse as de-
fined by Eq. (11) is valid for both PDFs, 

),;( tcg x  and ),;( tcp x . Under real aquifer 

conditions only concentration values greater 
than zero (or more precisely above detected 
threshold) found inside the plume are con-
sidered. Adopting the assumption that the 
plume in each of eight snapshots fulfills the 
ergodic conditions (through the time plume 
covers from two (first snapshot) to more 
than 20 (eighth snapshot) correlation lengths 
in longitudinal direction (Adams and Gelhar, 
1992), spatially integrated normalized con-
centration moments (Andricevic, 1998) are 
calculated for each snapshot excluding con-
centration values below the threshold limit 
equal to 0.1 mg/l for snapshots 1-4, and 
0.01 mg/l for snapshots 5-8 (Boggs et al., 
1992). Evaluated moments are normalized, 
and the ratio between higher order (third 
and fourth) to second-order normalized 
moments is displayed in Fig. 19a and 19b. A 

bromide data analysis shows that )(3 t  is 

stabilizing at 1.451 while )(4 t  reaches 

2.504 with correlation coefficients 0.998 and 

Fig. 19. Moment collapse for MADE1 data sets: a) third to second order normalized 
moment, b) fourth to second order normalized moment. 
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0.994. 

Interesting finding is the first data point 
(closest to the lower limit line) from Bro-
mide concentration in Fig. 19. Namely this 
point corresponds to only 9 days since injec-
tion began and the plume has not been 
developed yet; consequently, the effect from 
LSD is comparatively small. All other data 
points reflect a well-developed plume and 
presence of the LSD as a smoothing mecha-
nism.  

3.4. Concentration PDF and inter-
mittency (Paper III) 

The investigation of concentration PDF 
properties under different conditions and 
for several setup parameter combinations 

leads to a combined complex influence by 
LSD, sampling distance from the injection 

area, log-conductivity structure and 
2

Yσ . In 

addition to the MC results, a Beta distribu-
tion is used to demonstrate its ability to 
capture sometimes complex concentration 
PDF shapes. The concentration CDF is 
shown instead of the PDF simply because of 
the shape of PDF, which in some concentra-
tion bins takes very small frequencies (close 
to zero) in the ensemble. Although the CDF 
presents integral form of the PDF, it clearly 
states the total concentration fluctuations 
without loss of crucial information.  

When 1σ2

Y   is considered (Fig. 20), and 

for the closest sampling PDF, the shape is 

Fig. 20. Concentration CDF calculated by both, Beta distribution and MC analysis for 
two sampling locations along the centerline (2 and 15 integral scales from the source 

center): a) DN structure, Pe=100, 12 Y , b) CN structure, Pe=100, 12 Y , c) DN struc-

ture, Pe=10000, 12 Y and d) CN structure, Pe=10000, 12 Y . 
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very close to a double Dirac function (repre-

senting frequencies of zero and 1/ 0 Cc  

values) as shown in Dagan (1982), keeping 
log-conductivity structure and LSD influ-
ence minor since the distance from the 
source is not enough to reflect the log-
conductivity patterns and its influence on 
the plume. Except frequencies of zero and 

1/ 0 Cc , a small number of intermediate 

concentration values is present, which is 
explained by spatial averaging over finite 

sampling 4/YI  rather than by LSD 

since the time is not evolved enough. As the 
distance from the source is increased, an 
increased frequency of zero concentration 
values is noticed, thus increasing the skew-
ness. This feature is even more pronounced 
as one goes toward the plume boundaries. 
Ensemble plume characterizing the CN 
structure contains higher zero concentration 
frequencies in the plume core due to the 
irregular plume shape, while at the plume 
lateral part it is decreased as a consequence 
of plume spreading supported by greater 
velocity variability characterizing this struc-
ture compared to MG and DN. Despite the 
strongest LSD effect as shown in Section 
3.2., the CN structure still keeps a frequency 
of maximum concentration values for 
Pe=100. The reason lies in the role of the 
resident injection mode and the mass inject-
ed into a low velocity area, which occupies a 
larger area than for the other two structures. 
While in the case of DN, injected mass 
leaves the low-velocity area quickly because 
of channel structure and their thinness LSD 
needs more time for the same effect in the 
case of MG and especially of CN.  

The real effect of the LSD is visible in Fig. 
21, for Pe=100 and all three structures in the 

case of 8σ2

Y  . Except for the drastically 

increased zero concentration frequencies, 
the maximum observable concentration 
(concentration with non-zero frequency) and 

the frequency of the 1/ 0 Cc  concentra-

tion values serve as good indicators of the 
dilution (Boso, 2012). The highest normal-
ized concentration values observed are 0.8, 
0.57 and 0.25 for the DN, MG and DN 

Fig. 21. Concentration CDF calculated 
by both, Beta distribution and MC analy-
sis for two sampling locations along the 
centerline (2 and 15 integral scales from 
the source center): a) DN structure, 

Pe=100, 82 Y , b) MG structure, 

Pe=100, 82 Y  and c) CN structure, 

Pe=100, 82 Y . 
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fields, respectively, following the log-
conductivity influence to LSD.  

Resulting from the concentration PDF defi-

nition, intermittency ),( tx  is a function of 

concentration mean leading to its weak 
sensitivity to LSD (Andricevic 1998; Dagan 
and Fiori, 1997; Fiori and Dagan, 2000) as 
well as to sampling averaging (Andricevic 
1998; Tonina and Bellin, 2008). A more in-
depth inspection, shown in Fig. 22, leads to 
several important facts that must be taken 
into account for an accurate intermittency 
approximation.  

As shown, intermittency follows the means 
shape but with values sensitive to changes in 
sampling volume and LSD. The latter is 
closely related to time, in contrast to sam-
pling averaging, which is shown to be negli-
gibly influenced by time. With the LSD 
vanishing and sampling decrease intermit-
tency tends to the concentration mean. Due 
to the minor LSD impact in the near source 
zone, a mean approximation can be used but 
only in the case of very small detection, even 

smaller than 8/YI . While for mild het-

erogeneity (Fig. 21a) LSD increases intermit-
tency by intensified plume mixing and thus 
covering a larger aquifer area, high hetero-
geneity implies a significant effect of log-
conductivity structure, which, as shown in 
the moment analysis, influences concentra-
tion moments, including the mean. Here, 

LSD strictly increases the intermittency in 
the plume core but the late arrivals show 

incongruity. After approximately YItU / 7 

for the sampling 2 YI  from the source, high-

er intermittency is observed in the case of 
higher Pe. The absence of LSD keeps the 
particles stacked in low log-conductivity 
areas since there is no mechanism, except 
very slow advection, which can transfer 
them to patterns with higher velocity. The 
presence of the particles for these late times 
leads to non-zero concentration values. The 
same feature is observed for the CN struc-
ture but very late, after approximately 

YItU / 40 for the closest sampling, reflect-

ing the greater time needed for particles to 
leave larger and isolated low log-conductivity 
areas. 

Following intermittency complexness influ-
enced by the heterogeneity, its structure and 
the LSD, another idea is to establish a pos-
sible relationship to the second-order nor-
malized concentration moment with the aim 
of reducing the number of parameters to 
accurate PDF representation. For this pur-
pose, a starting point is the relationship 
given by Yee and Chen (1997a)  

12

12 )),(/),((),(),(  tmtmtRt xxxx    (27) 

where ),( tR x  is a real number while 

),(/),( 2

12 tmtm xx  represents the base for 

the intermittency calculation, the same as for 

Fig. 22. Concentration intermittency through the time for two sampling locations along 
the centerline (2 and 15 integral scales from the source center) a) CN structure, Pe=100 

and 10000, 12 Y and b) DN structure, Pe=100 and 10000, 82 Y . 
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higher order normalized concentration mo-
ments in the previous section. In the case of 
pure advection, point sampling and with 
uniform source concentration, the second-
order normalized moment is inversely pro-
portional to the intermittency; 

),(/1),(/),( 2

12 ttmtm xxx   which after 

introducing it in Eq. (27) returns 1),( tR x . 

Assuming the same as in previous case ex-
cept the finite Pe, by introducing 

),(

),(
),(

1

1

tm

tm
t

G

P

x

x
x    into (27) and by neglect-

ing intermittency on both sides of the 

equality one obtains 1),( tR x  for finite Pe, 

setting the pure advection case as a lower 
limit. Fig. 23 confirms the statement, clearly 
indicating that the lower limit was never 

underestimated. Pe=10000 leads to ),( tR x  

closer to the lower limit, while when signifi-
cant LSD is accompanied to advection 

),( tR x  is increased. The highest LSD effect 

is again noticed at the plume center where 
the highest increase of intermittency values 
is observed, as stated before and demon-

strated in Fig. 22. High ),(/),( 2

12 tmtm xx  

values are representing first arrivals, where 
in just a small number of realizations non-
zero concentrations are observed over 43 
samplings. Due to the fast first arrivals, and 
the fact that LSD has not evolved enough in 

the case of unity 
2

Yσ  no significant changes 

for small intermittency values are observed. 
Higher heterogeneity leads to higher impact 
of LSD in the relationship between intermit-

tency and ),(/),( 2

12 tmtm xx , even for the 

first arrivals characterized by the high con-
centration gradients inside the preferential 
channels suitable for the LSD. 

Except for the reduction of the concentra-
tion variance (Andricevic 1998; Fiorotto and 
Caroni, 2002; Tonina and Bellin, 2008), the 
increase of the sampling volume affects the 
PDF skewnees and kurtosis (Fig. 24) even 
for log-conductivity structures that differ 
from the MG one. By comparing 
three  different sampling sizes, 

/2 and /4 /8, YYY III  for non-Gaussian 

structures (Pe=10000 to minimize the LSD 

effect), beside the variance reduction, skew-
ness is also reduced as the sampling increas-
es. Increase of the intermittency and en-

hanced reduction of 1/ 0 Cc  values in this 

case lead to the higher frequencies of the 
concentration values found around the 
mean, thus reducing the PDF skewness. 
With values more concentrated around the 
mean, the PDF’s peak is higher and sharper, 
while the tails are thicker leading to the 
enhanced kurtosis. 

To examine the validity of the Beta distribu-
tion to account for concentration fluctua-
tions in the case of non-Gaussian log-
conductivity structures and high heterogene-
ity, we follow the general definition of the 
Beta distribution 
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 where )(x  is Gamma function defined by 






0

1 dtet tx , while   and   are the 

nonnegative parameters completely defined 
from the concentration mean and variance. 
The Beta cumulative probability function 
(CDF) is defined by  
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),;( cB  represents incomplete Beta func-

tion dttt

c
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1

0

11 )1(),( dtttB  . Beta CDF 

determination requires numerical integration 
which is done using the procedure presented 
in Press et al., (1986). 

Inspection of the validity of the Beta 
distribution for concentration fluctuation 
characterization is shown by comparison to 
the MC results through Fig. 20, Fig. 21 and 
Fig. 24, coupling effects of aquifer 
heterogeneity, log-conductivity structure and 
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LSD influence by using Eq. (29) with   and 

  calculated from the MC concentration 

mean and variance. Since the validity of the 
Beta distribution has been analyzed just for 

the MG field and up to 2σ2

Y   (Bellin and 

Tonnina, 2007; Caroni and Fiorotto, 2005; 
Fiorotto and Caroni, 2002), here the analysis 
is extended and shows very good agreement 
even with non-Gaussian structures and for 
extremely high heterogeneity. As a measure 
of the fit quality, MC CDF is compared with 
CDF calculated by Eq. (29) through the 

relative error. The main disadvantage of 

Beta is underestimation of 1/ 0 Cc  

probabilities and intermittency 
overestimation in comparison to MC results, 
but for very small concentration bins close 
to the zero concentration value and 

1/ 0 Cc  value, CDF represented by the 

Beta distribution converges to one obtained 
by the MC analysis. A better fit is observed 
for the furthest sampling independent of the 
log-conductivity structure. Except for the 

zero and 1/ 0 Cc  frequencies, the relative 

Fig. 23. Concentration intermittency versus second order normalized concentration mo-

ment for three log-conductivity structures (CN, MG and DN): a) Pe=10000 12 Y and b) 

Pe=100 12 Y . 

 

Fig. 24. Concentration CDF calculated by both, Beta distribution and MC analysis for 

three different sampling sizes /2/4 and I/8, IIΔ YYY  : a) CN structure, Pe=10000, 

12 Y and b) DN structure, Pe=10000, 82 Y . 
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error is mainly lower than 1% or even less 
than 0.1% for some concentration bins in 
the case of higher heterogeneity. An 
additional reduction of the relative error is 
observed in the case of increased LSD. Also, 
concentration fluctuations at the plume 
boundary (late arrival) are better matched 
with the Beta probability than in the plume 
core.  

3.5. Expected mass fraction (EMF) 
(Paper IV) 

The results are presented for different loca-
tions downstream of the injection area along 
the centerline and three locations at the 

transversal line located 10 YI  away from the 

injection zone. The EMF in Fig. 25 is calcu-
lated numerically, using Eq. (21), first by 
numerical integration of the MC concentra-
tion PDF through time for each concentra-
tion bin, and then normalizing by the ex-
pected or average dosage. As stated in 

Section 2.4. dccf );( x  represents the ex-

pected fraction of the expected dosage 

dtdctccp
MAXT C

 
0 0

0

),;( x  (where TMAX presents 

some temporal upper limit) found within 
observed concentration interval. Further-

more, the value 
0

*

);(

C

c

dccf x defines the 

fraction of the total mass passing the sam-
pler location within a concentration higher 

than *c . The dilution effect caused by the 
LSD needs time (or downstream distance) to 
develop and is manifested by reduced con-
centration values of the EMF PDF at loca-
tions farther downstream. The calculated 
EMF PDF for each location represents the 
distribution of concentration values that, on 
average, can be experienced at the sampling 
point. This new measure for groundwater 
contamination, which is more simple than 

the concentration PDF ),;( tcp x , represents 

how the contaminant plume is diluted by 
examining the shift of the area under  to 
smaller concentration values. For the hypo-
thetical case of LSD = 0, the large-scale 
velocity variations (larger than the plume 
size) could advect the plume such that it 

could completely miss the well location. 
However, the plume may pass the well loca-
tion through the plume center of mass, 
resulting in the source concentration. In the 
real case of LSD presence, the concentration 
record will be distributed between zero and 

1/ 0 Cc  depending on the location and 

LSD strength. 

Fig. 25b shows the EMF PDF for three 

transversal locations horizontally at 10 YI  

from the source. The range of concentration 
values present at these locations is between 

0 and 0.3 0C with very slight variations 

among EMF PDFs. Because the source 
transversal dimension is equal to the 
distance between the farthest locations on 

Fig. 25. EMF PDF calculated for MG 

structure, 12 Y  and Pe=1000 a) along 

the centerline, b) for three transversal 
samplings positioned 10IY from the 
source. 
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the transversal line, the EMF PDF is not 
expected to vary significantly. For a smaller 
source size or larger distance between points 
at the transversal line, a further shift towards 
smaller concentration values of the EMF is 
expected. 

3.6. EMF based risk assessment 
(Paper IV) 

Using the calculated EMF, the associated 
non-carcinogenic risk is evaluated for several 
points downstream along the horizontal 
centerline. Fig. 26a depicts the case when 
the safe human concentration cS is set to a 
deterministic value. Subsequently, all cS val-
ues used are normalized with the initial 

uniform concentration 0C . For larger values 

of cS, the risk exceedance (failure) decreases, 
which is also the case for samplings located 
farther downstream. This example shows 
how sensitive the selection of the maximum 
contaminant level MCL threshold is on the 

)(xfR .  

In Fig. 26a, )(xfR  is shown as a function of 

cs at the transversal line located horizontally 

at 10 YI  from the source. It can be easily 

envisioned that by calculating the risk ex-
ceedance for a grid of observation points in 
the transport domain, the contour lines of 
the same risk exceedance value surrounding 
the source area as a function of different cS 
values can be obtained. 

In the case of an uncertain cS value, which is 
a more realistic practical situation, Fig. 27 

shows the risk exceedance, )(xfR , along the 

centerline. The uncertainty in cS is described 
with a log-normal distribution with a mean 
and variance corresponding to the fixed 
coefficient of variation that reflects, among 
other things, the uncertainty in extrapolating 
toxicological studies. By comparing Fig. 26a 
and Fig. 27, it can be seen that including the 

Fig. 26. Risk probability calculated based 

on the EMF PDF for 12 Y , MG struc-

ture and Pe=1000 against the different 
deterministic safe human concentrations 
a) along the centerline, b) for three 
transversal samplings positioned 10IY 
from the source. 

 

Fig. 27. Risk probability calculated based 

on the EMF PDF for 12 Y , MG struc-

ture and Pe=1000 against the different 
safe human concentration distributions 
for samplings along the centerline. Safe 
human concentration is considered as a 
log-normal stochastic variable character-
ized by coefficient of variation 0.3. 
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uncertainty in describing cS results in in-

creased )(xfR . The increased risk exceed-

ance value is more significant for the well 
locations points farther downstream. The 
often unavoidable uncertainty present in the 
determination of cS plays an important role 
in assessing the risk value. 

4. DISCUSSION 

4.1. Heterogeneity scale 

Since the aquifer heterogeneity is defined on 
some finite scale, either by on site measure-
ments (Bohling et al., 2012; Harvey and 
Gorelick, 2000; Rehfeldt et al., 1992) or by 
numerical representation as a spatial random 
function (SRF) (Bellin and Rubin, 1996), it is 
scale dependent and thus requires investiga-
tion of the grid heterogeneity and its influ-
ence on the groundwater flow and transport 
phenomenon. With increasing of the heter-
ogeneity grid, conductivity is averaged over a 
larger sample, which brings the loss of cru-
cial information about the aquifer spatial 
variability at the scales smaller than the grid. 
The main consequence is smoothing of the 
velocity field (Gotovac et al., 2009a) and 
existence of the discrepancies between ad-
vection-dispersion model (ADE) and ob-
served concentration values in real cases 
(e.g. MADE) (Feehley et al, 2000; Harvey 
and Gorelick, 2000). Furthermore, grid scale 
influence on the velocity covariance func-
tion is demonstrated in work by Gotovac et 
al. (2009a) and Salandin and Fiorotto (1998). 
Velocity PDF, presented in Fig. 2 in a paper 
by Meyer and Tchelepi (2010), emphasizes 
the importance of a finer grid in order to 
capture extreme velocity values in PDF tails. 
Following the base criteria for grid defini-
tion, made by Ababou et al. (1989), a grid 
test is conducted for the MG structure and 
applied to the first two concentration mo-
ments for two cases: i) 4 cells per integral 
scale and ii) 8 cells per integral scale. The 
selected Pe is 10000 in order to minimize the 

dilution effect in the case of 8σ2

Y  . For 

this purpose, 1000 flow and transport simu-
lations are performed for the numerical 
setup presented in Fig. 1. Since the resident 
concentration is of interest, the sampling 

Fig. 28. Heterogeneity grid (4 and 8 cells 
per integral scale) test for the concentra-
tion mean and CVC for two samplings 
located 2 IY and 15 IY along the center 
line, starting from the source center, 

82 Y , MG log-conductivity structure: 

a) sampling 4/YI , b) sampling 

8/YI  and c) sampling 32/YI . 
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size is changed starting from /4YI  (Fig. 28a) 

to /32YI  (Fig. 28c) to reduce the spatial 

averaging effect.  

By comparing Fig. 28a, 28b and 28c, it is 
obvious that the concentration mean does 
not show any sensitivity to the heterogeneity 
grid even in the case of the smallest sam-
pling. Compared to the mean, concentration 
CVC shows some sensitivity between two 
different heterogeneity levels only outside 
the plume center. This holds true especially 
as the sampling is decreased. This outcome 
agrees with the results obtained by Gotovac 
et al. (2009a, Figure 12), where they demon-
strated a minor difference for both longitu-
dinal and transversal Eulerian velocity com-
ponents for two discretization levels (4 and 
8 cells per correlation length). 

4.2. Error influence 

Since the heterogeneity grid size is shown to 
be satisfactory and the MC convergence test 
demonstrated in Section 3.1 shows stability 
of the concentration moments of interest (at 
least for high heterogeneity and CN log-
conductivity structure), there are still several 
sources of errors present in the numerical 
procedure used. The Fup based methodolo-
gy for modeling flow and advective 
transport is tested in detail in Gotovac et al. 
(2007) and Gotovac et al. (2009a), where the 
accuracy and convergence of the AFMCM 
are reported. Due to the constrained ma-
chine precision, stochastic error (present 
although the MC convergence test indicated 
differences lower than 1%) and the limited 
number of particles used, an additional test 
must be conducted in order to demonstrate 
the results’ reliability. For this purpose, 
MDF convergence toward the unity value is 
checked for infinite Pe and for a very small 

sampling size ( 64/YI ), since the exact 

value is analytically proven in Section 2.3. 

In case of unity 
2

Yσ , the MDF in Fig. 29a 

converges towards 1 even for the sixth-order 
moment. The convergence is supported by 
minimizing both the LSD and the sampling 
volume, which closely corresponds to a pure 
advection case where either zero or unity 
concentration values are observed. In the 

case of high heterogeneity (Fig. 29b), LSD 
coupled with the finite sampling increases 
the presence of the intermediate concentra-
tion values, thus causing slower convergence 
towards a unity MDF value. This is especial-
ly observed for fifth- and sixth-order mo-
ments. For infinite Pe and sampling size 

64/YI , the numerical procedure is 

shown to be satisfactory since the MDF 
value for sixth-order moment is reduced to 
1.8, reinforcing the accuracy and the reliabil-
ity of the results from the analysis. 

Figure 29. MDF convergence towards 
unity value for MG log-conductivity 
structure, heterogeneity grid 4 cells per 
integral scale, Pe = 100, 10000 and infini-
ty, respectively. Sampling size corre-

sponds to 16/YI  and 64/YI : 

a)  12 Y  and b) 82 Y . 
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4.3. Local scale dispersion model 

The dispersion tensor used throughout this 
thesis is a constant one, neglecting the veloc-
ity dependency proposed by Scheidegger’s 
(1957) model presented by Eq. (3). The 
differences between the two LSD models 
are small to negligible for low to mild heter-

ogeneity ( 12 Y ), but with increased heter-

ogeneity the assumption of a constant LSD 
value must be discussed. The model of con-
stant LSD corresponds to the first-order 
theory (Dagan, 1989), which is shown to be 

satisfactory up to unity 
2

Yσ  (Fiori and Da-

gan, 2000). As reported by Boso et al. 

(2012), increased heterogeneity ( 1σ2

Y  ) 

leads to the more pronounced differences in 
the dilution index (Kitanidis, 1994) when 
constant LSD and Scheidegger’s model, 
which is dependent on the local velocity, are 
used. In highly heterogeneous porous media, 
the difference between the two LSD models 
is increased due to the increased velocity 
variability. In aquifer areas characterized by 
low seepage velocities, constant LSD leads 
to greater dispersive fluxes compared to the 
situation when Scheidegger’s model is used. 
In contrast, along the preferential channels 
where the transport is influenced by high 
velocities, Scheidegger’s model reflects the 
more intensive LSD compared to spatially 
constant D. To distinguish the LSD model’s 
influence on the concentration scalar, one 
must take several facts into account: i) injec-
tion mode, since it defines the plume 
spreading and thus the surface available for 
contaminant mass flux according to Fick’s 
law; ii) spatial features (size and the contrast) 
of the low and high log-conductivity zones, 
since the LSD acts at the plume boundaries 
where the concentration gradients are the 
highest; and iii) the existence of preferential 
channels, where the most dominant portion 
of mass is transferred creating sharp gradi-
ents. It is obvious that different log-
conductivity structures will influence the 
changes in contaminant dilution caused by 
the two different LSD models. In contrast, 
the consequence of Scheidegger’s LSD 
model will be twofold if used in the case of 
the CN structure with significantly correlat-

ed high velocity channels. First, along the 
preferential channels, enhanced dilution is 
expected due to the existence of high veloci-
ties. Second, and even equally important, is 
the role of large and isolated low log-
conductivity zones. When constant D is 
used here, mass is tracked towards high 
velocity channels slowly, but much faster 
compared to a situation in which a velocity-
dependent LSD model is used. According to 
this, it is expected that Scheidegger’s model 
causes a more pronounced tailing effect in 
the concentration breakthrough with an 
increased temporal lag between first and late 
arrivals. 

4.4. Injection mode 

Except for the influence on travel time 
statistics (Demmy et al., 1999; Gotovac et 
al., 2010), several works report the injection 
mode influence transport variables like con-
centration statistics (Boso, 2012) or disper-
sivity values and solute flux breakthrough 
(Jankovic and Fiori, 2010). The flux propor-
tional injection mode definition corresponds 
to mass injected proportionally to the water 
flux or local seepage velocity. This results in 
a more compact plume form, thus reducing 
the macrodispersivities contrary to resident 
injection (constant concentration) as report-
ed by Jankovic and Fiori (2010). Although 
the flux proportional injection mode reduces 
the tailing effect in the concentration break-
through, it also reduces the plume size and 
the surface available for mass transfer driven 
by the concentration gradients. Even if the 
surface is reduced, the contaminant mass 
resided inside the preferential channels and 
characterized by sharp gradients leads to 
pronounced dilution (Boso, 2012) when 
compared to a larger surface characterizing 
the resident injection mode. The interplay 
between different log-conductivity patterns, 
their spatial correlation and adopted velocity 
fields require a detailed analysis to quantify 
the injection mode effects in the case of 
different log-conductivity structures when 
high aquifer heterogeneity is considered. 

The injection mode does not affect the 
validity of Eq. (9) in the case of pure advec-
tion. This is because all concentration mo-
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ments are equal to intermittency ),(0 tx . 

Although in the case of in flux injection 
mode, the initial mass is distributed propor-
tionally to the velocity field along the source 
line, according to the definition of the flux-
averaged concentration (Demmy et al., 1999; 
Parker and van Genuchten, 1984) the initial 

condition is interpreted as a constant 0C  

since the ratio between the mass flux and 
water flux is constant. Furthermore, the 
observed concentration at MADE is flux 
averaged (Boggs et al., 1992) with the con-
tinuous uniform pulse injection (48.5 hours), 
with a minimal disturbance to the natural 
flow field which corresponds to the flux 
proportional injection mode. 

4.5. Higher order concentration 
moments inter dependence 

To reach the functional relationship between 
higher normalized concentration moments 
to the second-order one, the starting point is 
concentration PDF represented with two 
terms in Eq. (4). The first one corresponds 
to the non-zero concentration found within 
the plume, and the second one represents 
the probability of zero concentration to 
occur. In the case of zero LSD, the moment 
collapse feature follows exactly (9) having a 
linear coefficient equal to n-1 on the log-log 
scale.  

The case of pure advection and the point 
sampling with uniform initial concentration 
is used as the base case, since the exact rela-

tionship Eq. (9), with n  equal to unity, 

which is identical to the correlation coeffi-
cient. The conclusion from this is that the 
moment collapse exists independent of the 
velocity field, log–conductivity structure 

and/or 
2

Yσ . Furthermore, the LSD absence 

case implies that the moment collapse can-
not be constrained by the physical problem 
dimensionality, which is of great importance. 
Although the study has been conducted in 
2-D, the concentration PDF Eq. (7) in the 
case of LSD absence and the point sampling 
still captures all possible concentration val-

ues (zero or 0C ) regardless of problem 

dimensionality. In other words, the moment 
collapse presented by Eq (9) holds true even 

in 3-D. The higher order concentration 
moment collapse occurs independent of the 
media in which pure advective transport 
takes place. In fact, a number of published 
works deal with concentration moment 
collapse in the atmosphere open terrain  
(Lewis and Chatwin, 1996; Klein and Young; 
2011, Yee and Chan, 1997a), water channels 
(Yee and Wilson, 2000; Yee et al., 2006; Yee, 
2008; Yee, 2009) and wind tunnels 
(Schopflocher and Sullivan, 2005; Yee et al., 
2006).  

When LSD acts together with advection, the 
new function called Moment Deriving Func-

tion ( n ) is introduced to describe the influ-

ence of LSD. The relationship in Eq. (11) is 
examined numerically for finite Pe values 
and evaluated and confirmed using field data 
from the MADE site. The results suggest 

that the new function )(tn  is a function of 

time; in the limit 0t  it is equal to one 
(advection only) and starts to increase due to 
the combined effect of advection and LSD. 
Even when analyzed with a different Pe, 
different log-conductivity variances and 
three different log-conductivity structures, 

)(tn  behaves in a consistent manner, 

showing robustness when evaluated as a 

function of transport time. Both, 
2

Yσ  and 

the log-conductivity structure affect MDF 

through the LSD. Although )(tn  is com-

puted using a linear regression model (with 
the assumption that the slope is equal to one 
in the zero LSD case), a significant correla-
tion is observed for each snapshot. The 
correlation coefficients obtained reflect the 
MDF’s dependence primarily on time with 
significant correlation coefficient values that 
decrease as the order of normalized moment 
increases. The decreased correlation is to be 
expected since the fluctuations of the mo-
ments increase with increasing order. The 
variability of the correlation coefficients for 
each snapshot and higher order moment 
should be further investigated in order to 
determine the moment collapse accuracy 
and eventual cause of deviations from the 
unity correlation coefficient, accounting for 
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different possible sources of error (numeri-
cal, statistical).  

The potential relevance of the moment 
collapse is its uniqueness, since we showed it 
can be applied to whole concentration data 
sets including zero values as well when ap-
plied to just non-zero values, which are the 
only ones measured in reality. Independent 
of the data set used, MDF maintains the 
same value. In the case of MADE1 data sets, 

the interesting finding is that )(tn  behaves 

in the same way as found in the numerical 
simulations. These facts reinforce the ro-
bustness of the MDF for different condi-
tions and dimensionality even with transient 
head boundary conditions.  

The possible improvements and further 
studies for finite Pe we identify as an in-
creased number of samplings in order to 
better capture the moment fluctuations for 
the MDF calculation. Although we showed 
the validity and the robustness of the mo-
ment collapse for a wide range of condi-
tions, the MDF calculation is affected by the 
setup parameters, such as source size, sam-
pling volume, log-conductivity variance and 
structure, injection mode and dimensionali-
ty; therefore, all the combinations require a 
separate determination of MDF through 
time in order to apply the moment collapse 
for the higher order moment calculation for 
finite Pe.  

Furthermore, numerical data sets used for 
higher order concentration moment collapse 
are used even to demonstrate the relation-
ship between concentration skewness and 
kurtosis. Fig. 30 clearly demonstrates the 
uniqueness of the interdependence between 
those two non-dimensional shape parame-
ters (moments) independent of the Pe, log-

conductivity structure and 
2

Yσ . Note that 

the lower limit obtained from the literature 
has never been underestimated. Some dif-
ferences between values are observed for 
different structures but still the functional 
relationship is present. This additionally 
confirms the inter-moment functional rela-
tionship, which is of great importance since 
it is based on lower order moments, higher 
order ones can be derived without increasing 
the number of MC realizations. The collapse 
of concentration skewness and kurtosis, 
suggests that the one-point concentration 
PDF in groundwater needs only the shape 
parameter, not even the kurtosis, and can be 
represented by three parameters: defining 
location, scale and shape (mean, variance 
and skewness equivalently), respectively.  

4.6. Significance of higher order 
concentration moments 

The concentration PDF can be constructed 
based on the knowledge of all its moments 
defined by Eq. (17). While the concentration 
mean defines the PDF position, the second- 

Fig. 30. Functional relationship between 
concentration skewness and kurtosis 

based on numerical data sets a) 12 Y , 

Pe = 100 and b) 82 Y  with Pe = 10000. 
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Fig. 31. Contribution of higher order concentration moments to the MC PDF :a) CN 

structure, 12 Y , Pe = 10000, x= 2IY, tU/IY= 2, b) CN structure, 12 Y , Pe = 100, x= 

15IY, tU/IY= 15, c) DN structure, 82 Y , Pe = 100, x= 2IY, tU/IY= 2, d) CN structure, 

82 Y , Pe = 100, x= 15IY, tU/IY= 15, e) DN structure, 82 Y , Pe = 100, x= 15IY, tU/IY= 

15 and f) DN structure, 82 Y , Pe = 10000, x= 15IY, tU/IY= 50. 
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order moment describes the concentration 
spreading around the mean value; higher 
order moments contribute to accurately 
capturing and representing the tails of the 
PDF. In general, one needs an increased 
number of realizations to capture the PDF 
extreme values. While the previous section 
clearly states the collapse of the higher order 
concentration moments to the second-order 
normalized one as a unique proper, one 
must still quantify the number of moments 
needed to full concentration fluctuation 
characterization. To demonstrate the im-
portance of the higher order moments, we 
use the Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) meth-
od by Gotovac and Gotovac (2009). The 
MaxEnt principle is a useful tool for build-
ing the PDF based on information con-
tained in its moments. It is based on maxim-
izing Shannon entropy subjected to the 
moment constraints (Shannon, 1948; Jaynes, 
1957), which is a typical optimization prob-
lem 

S(f)max                                                 (30) 
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MIN

x

x

)()( ii dxxfxh                                (31) 

where i  are moments of arbitrary basis 

functions )( 0,1,...m(x); ihi   while f(x) is 

unknown PDF. Problems solution leads to 
the PDF form 
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The procedure leads to a non-linear system 
solution by combining (31) and (32) and is 
solved iteratively. Details can be found in 
Bandyopadhyay et al. (2005) and Gotovac 
and Gotovac (2009). 

Fig. 31 covers a wide range of setup parame-
ters, including different log-conductivity 

structures, Pe values, 
2

Yσ , as well as the 

position inside the plume and reflects the 
convergence of the MaxEnt CDF to MC 
CDF. For a PDF close to double Dirac’s 
shape  shows high demands (8 moments do 
not present sufficient information to reach 
convergence towards the MC CDF), while 
for concentration characterization in well 
mixed conditions, in the far zone and influ-

enced by the LSD, it is shown that 3-4 mo-
ments are enough to full concentration 
fluctuation characterization. 

Close to the injection zone LSD does not 
reduce concentration values, thus keeping 
the extreme values. The same is supported 
by small sampling volumes. Although there 
are increased demands for the necessary 
number of moments in such a condition, 
this closely corresponds to a pure advection 
case, which enables one to use exact mo-
ment collapse Eq. (9) or simply the 
knowledge about the first two moments 
only. 

4.7. Analytical models for concentra-
tion uncertainty quantification 

The capability of Beta distribution for con-
centration fluctuation characterization has 
been investigated in wide number of studies 
in groundwater transport (Belin and Tonina, 
2007; Caroni and Fiorotto, 2005; Fiori, 2001; 
Fiorotto and Caroni, 2002). Apart from this, 
in the turbulent diffusion field even more 
analytical models are adopted. Those find-
ings range from the Exponential (Lewis and 
Chatwin, 1996; Yee and Chan, 1997b) to the 
Clipped-Normal (Yee and Chan, 1997a; Yee 
and Chan, 1997b), generalized Pareto (Lewis 
and Chatwin, 1996; Schopflocher and Sulli-
van, 2002), Gamma (Lewis and Chatwin, 
1996; Klein and Young, 2011), Clipped-
Gamma (Klein and Young, 2011; Yee and 
Chan, 1997a; Yee, 2008) and α-β (Mole, 
1995; Yee and Chan, 1997b) distributions. 
As stated in the Results section, the Beta 
distribution showed an imposing capability 
to capture complex PDF shapes influenced 
by several factors, such as log-conductivity 

structure, 
2

Yσ , sampling size and LSD pres-

ence when applied to the numerical concen-
tration data sets.  

The ability to describe even the non-zero 
measured concentration is demonstrated in 
the case of three snapshots done at the 
MADE1 experiment. Concentration PDF is 
defined for each snapshot presenting spatial 
concentration fluctuations. Although the 
numerical data sets provide the ensemble 
PDF determination, the Beta distribution 
can serve as a good representative even in 
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single realization concentration characteriza-
tion.  In Fig. 32, three snapshots are selected 
and shown 9, 300 and 506 days since injec-
tion, respectively. First, spatial PDF is calcu-
lated for each snapshot and serves as a rele-
vant. Furthermore, spatially integrated 

moments (Andricevic, 1998) are evaluated 
and Beta PDF is defined as well as the 
MaxEnt PDF for up to the sixth-order mo-
ment. 

Except for a perfect fit of the spatial PDF 
tail, Beta shows superiority over MaxEnt 
PDFs even for usually observed concentra-
tion values (bins) and when calculated based 
on six moments. This reinforces the unique-
ness of the Beta distribution and the validity 
independent of the PDF of interest 

),;( tcg x  or ),;( tcp x . 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis deals with conservative contami-
nant concentration characterization in a 2-D 
domain, influenced by both the advection 
and the local scale dispersion (LSD), variably 

2

Yσ  and log-conductivity structure. The 

analysis is based on AFMCM (Gotovac et al. 
2009a), enabling an accurate flow field need-
ed for the transport solution. Supported by a 
detailed concentration moments MC con-
vergence test, the thesis offers a concentra-
tion moments analysis with minimized sto-
chastic error. In addition to the 
concentration mean and variance and/or 
concentration PDF, which are commonly 
used throughout the literature, moments of 
interest are even higher order ones, i.e., the 
skewness and kurtosis. An inspection of 
concentration moments and PDF leads to a 
complex interplay between transport mech-
anisms acting on a contaminant plume and 
aquifer. The presented methodology has its 
applicative side and is shown to be valid in 
real cases. General conclusions are high-
lighted as follows, with some specifics added 
below: 

1.  The LSD effect on plume dilution and 
mixing is strictly dependent on the log-
conductivity variance and structure. 
Temporal evolution of the LSD, if 
checked through the concentration CVC, 
is shown to have the fastest effect in the 

case of increased 
2

Yσ  combined with the 

log-conductivity structure characterized 
by significantly correlated fast preferen-
tial channels.  

Fig. 32. MaxEnt, Beta and spatial con-
centration PDF of MADE1 data sets: a) 9 
days since injection, b) 300 days since 
injection and c) 506 days since injection. 
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   Increased heterogeneity yields the ex-
istence of preferential channels 
(Gotovac et al., 2009b; Jankovic et 
al., 2003) and reflects increased ve-
locity variance (Zinn and Harvey, 
2003). Consequently, a significant 
reduction in the ensemble peak is 
observed, with the faster first arrivals 
and more pronounced tailing pre-
senting the late arrivals. In contrast 

to the unity 2

Yσ  case, increased 2

Yσ  

results in increased uncertainty at the 
plume core, due to the stretched and 
more irregular plume shape. The 
opposite is observed at the plume 
boundaries for both early and late ar-
rivals, indicating the enhanced plume 
elongation and spreading. 

   Differences in the log-conductivity 
structures directly reflect the velocity 
field. In the case of the CN field, 
transport is more focused through 
the channels or the connected, sig-
nificantly correlated high-log con-
ductivity zones while, by contrast, 
plume passing through the MG and 
especially the DN structure passes 
through most of log-conductivity 
patterns, leaving them alternately 
driven by advection. The log-
conductivity structure influence on 
the concentration statistics is closely 
related to the injection mode. The 
resident injection mode (uniformly 
distributed concentration at the ini-
tial time) causes the contaminant 
mass to be stacked in the low-log 
conductivity zones elongating the 
plume. The surface and shape of the 
low velocity areas are shown to be of 
great importance to the LSD evolu-
tion, concentration moments and in-
termittency. 

   If different log-conductivity struc-
tures are compared, the DN one is 
the most reliable for concentration 
prediction, keeping the plume in a 
more compact form compared to 
MG and CN, relying on the velocity 
properties. 

   The influence of the log-conductivity 
structure on the concentration mo-
ments cannot be generalized and re-
quires coupled analysis of the com-
bined effects of the LSD, structure 
and heterogeneity. It is closely relat-
ed to the LSD, whose evolution is 
related to the aquifers’ structure and 
heterogeneity and their influence on 
the plume. The fastest LSD evolu-
tion in the case of the CN structure 
leads to drastically reduced uncer-
tainty, even lower than in the case of 
the DN structure, opposite to the 
pure advection case.  

2.  An inspection of skewness and kurtosis 
leads to PDFs that are characterized as 
highly asymmetric, skewed and with 
pronounced peak values, especially for 
first and late arrivals. The latter mostly 
indicates higher frequencies of the zero 
concentration values except when 
transport is characterized by a small Pe 
value (Pe=100) and for large samplings. 

 When compared to MC results, the 
Beta distribution serves as a qualita-
tively good fit, keeping the relative 
error below 1% for all concentra-
tion bins except for the intermitten-
cy value, which is a bit underesti-
mated with the Beta approximation. 
Although it is two parametric, the 
Beta distribution shows a very good 
ability to capture the complex PDF 

shape caused by the LSD, 
2

Yσ , log-

conductivity structure and changes 
in sampling volume. Another ability 
of the Beta distribution is demon-
strated even in MADE1 Columbus 
Air Force Base in Mississippi for 
several snapshots. A comparison 
with the MaxEnt results indicates 
the superiority over the moment in-
version method (MaxEnt). Alt-
hough it is based just on two spatial-
ly integrated concentration 
moments, the fit is better even 
when six moments are used by 
MaxEnt. 
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3.  A collapse of higher order concentration 
moments to second-order normalized 
one is shown to be unique property, val-
id independent of the media through 
which transport occurs and problem di-
mensionality. 

   The functional relationship between 
higher order normalized concentra-
tion moments to the second-order 
normalized one (moment collapse 
feature) is shown to be exact in the 
case of pure advection, for point 
sampling and uniform initial concen-
tration for all moments up to 

n .  

   When LSD is present, MDF is intro-
duced as an additional parameter, 
and is shown to be primarily time 
dependent, following the LSD evo-
lution. The log conductivity struc-

ture and 
2

Yσ  affect the MDF 

through the LSD. The main out-
come is that higher order moments 
can be calculated based on infor-
mation about the first two ones in-

dependent of the 
2

Yσ , structure, 

sampling volume or Pe. 

4.  Intermittency or the non-zero concen-
tration value probability is equal to the 
concentration mean only in the case of 
pure advection and for point sampling. 
The LSD presence in natural experi-
ments or numerical simulations, as well 
as finite sampling volume, lead to devia-
tions from the concentration mean. In 
such a case, a functional relationship 
with the second-order normalized con-
centration moment is determined to as-
sess the intermittency. This contributes 
to an additional reduction of PDF pa-
rameters to two only – the first and sec-
ond moments. 

5.  A separate contribution of each concen-
tration moment higher than or equal to 
the second order one reveals demanding 
information required to characterize 
concentration PDF in the near zone – 
even greater than eight moments. Con-
trary to the PDF shape closely similar to 
the double Dirac one (Dagan, 1982), for 

the far zone and conditions that result in 
well mixed contaminant, the number of 
necessary moments required for accurate 
concentration fluctuations characteriza-
tion is reduced to only 3-4. 

6.  EMF is introduced as a new measure in 
groundwater transport to define the dis-
tribution of the contaminant mass over 
different concentration bins. Although it 
is dependent on the concentration PDF, 
the main advantage lies in the required 
lower number of realizations than the 
PDF, enabling one to reduce computa-
tional effort in MC analysis as well as the 
experimental releases when experiments 
are used.  

   EMF is able to reflect aquifer heter-
ogeneity, LSD effects, existence of 
the connectivity patterns and influ-
ence of all parameters used (e.g. 
source dimensions, injection mode, 
sampling size). 

7.  A safe human concentration (MCL) 
relies on the experimental definition 
usually inferred under laboratory condi-
tions. Its influence, and especially the 
uncertainty of the laboratory conditions 
and from the acceptor characteristics, 
shows significant importance in risk as-
sessment. 

Implications for future work 
Although the results obtained from this 
work lead to some important findings in 
groundwater transport and an improved 
understanding of the interplay between 
aquifer parameters and LSD, some open 
questions remain that should be analyzed 
and interpreted in the future to further im-
prove understanding of the processes pre-
sent in groundwater: 

   Since the aquifer conductivity will 
always be subject to lack of informa-
tion or at least will be known at so-
me available scale, the important task 
is to improve the numerical metho-
dology for modeling transport in po-
rous media in order to capture 
transport peculiarities related to 
aquifer conditions. Single flow and 
transport realization, compared to 
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ensemble statistics, offers a better 
view and leads to a better unders-
tanding of groundwater processes.  

   Furthermore, the methodology needs 
to be extended to 3-D aquifers. This 
task deserves priority due to its im-
portance, as shown in the present re-
sults conducted in studies by Beau-
doin and de Dreuzy (2013), Fiori and 
Jankovic (2012) and Ronayne et al. 
(2010). 

   Coupling chemical reactions with ad-
vection and dispersion processes 
using the particle tracking methods 
would be of great importance, be-
cause the particle tracking approach 
shows superiority in problems cha-
racterized by dominant advection 
when compared to classical numeri-
cal approaches such as FEM, FV or 
FD. A potential source can be found 
in works by Benson and Meerschaert 
(2008) and Paster et al. (2013). 

   Moment collapse is shown to drasti-
cally decrease the necessary input re-
quired for full concentration charac-
terization. A more in-depth analysis 

is required for different setup para-
meters, injection modes and when 
reactions are added to advection and 
LSD. Also, a possible analytical ana-
lysis is expected to help in improved 
understanding of the moment col-
lapse feature. 

   EMF is shown in a general way and 
it is shown that EMF is able to ref-
lect aquifer features as well as when 
colute is influenced by LSD, diffe-
rent sampling size and injection mo-
de. This area requires further study 
since it is relatively new in the 
groundwater transport. 

   Risk assessment is a final goal incor-
porating all the above-mentioned 
steps. Present guidelines (USEPA, 
2001) offer frameworks for risk cha-
racterization but with many assump-
tions such as exposure concentrati-
on, exposure time and other 
parameters such. Usually, real “load” 
differs and is related to each case se-
parately. 
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